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This paper is a final report of the development of FRETA-B code, which analyzes the
LWR fuel behavior during accidents, particularly the Loss-of-Coolmt Accident (LOCA).

The very high temperature induced by a LOCA causes oxidation of the cladding by steam
and, as a combined effect with low external pressure, extensive swelling of the cladding. The
latter may reach a level that the rods block the coolant channel. To analyze these phenomena,
single-rod model is insufficient; FRETA-B has a capability to handle multiple fuel rods in a
bundle simultaneously, including the interaction between them. In the development work,
therefore, efforts were made for avoiding the excessive increase of calculation time and core
memory requirement.

Because of the strong dependency of the in-LOCA fuel behavior on the coolant state,
FRETA-B has emphasis on heat transfer to the coolant as well as the cladding deformation.
In the final version, a capability was added to analyze the fuel behavior under reflooding using
empirical models.

The piesent report describes the basic models of FRETA-B, and also gives its input
manual in the appendix.

Keywords: Fuel, Code, LOCA, Ballooning, Shell Model, Heat Transfer, Reflooding, Gas
Flow, FRETA-B, Reactor Safety, LWR

• Century Research Center Corp.
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鰍鵬棒の過渡挙僻析コードFRETA.B

{最轟パージョン)の解析モデル

日本原子力研究所東海研究所安全工学部

内回正明・大坪直昭.

0984年4月6日受理〉

要 旨

JAEfc.11293 

本報告は.冷却水慶失事故 (L∞A)を中心とする縄水炉事故時にお砂る織料挙鋤を解析するコード

FRETA-Bの開発に関する最終報告である.

L∞A時I!:燃料被橿管lま.通常時I!:比してきわめて高温状態に遣する.c. のために水a闘による・tf~

が起とると共I!:，外圧の低下I!:伴って大きなふくれが生じ.吻合によっては.冷却材流臓の聞.11:至る

可能性がある.乙れらの現象を解析するには.単一の燃料棒で炉心またはパンドル全体を代表させる方

法では不十分である.乙のため FRETA-BI!:はパンドル{のー郎〉を構成する捜散の織斜線をそれら

の相互作用を含めて同時解析する機能を持たせた.したがって開発にあたっては， ζれによる計算時間

と記憶容量の増大を抑制するととに注意を払った.

LOCA時の燃料挙動は.冷却材の状態に大きく依存する.ζのため FRETA-Bは.織料棒の変形と

ならんで冷却材への伝熱を重点項目としている.最終パージョンでは.再冠水進行下の挙鋤も経験的モ

デルI!:より解街する機能を加えた.

本報告は， FRETA-Bのモデルを厩説すると共に.入カマニュアルを付録として含めた.

-センチ'"1)- ・ 0 サーチ・セ;.-~-
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1. Introduction

FRETA-B (Fuel Reliability Evaluation Code for Transients and Accidents - Bundle
Geometry) is a computer code for analyzing the behavior of zircaloy-clad oxide fuel rods for
light water reactors. It is specialized in the fuel behavior during accidents, particularly the
Loss-ofCoolant Accident (LOCA).

The phenomena expected to be important during LOCA are roughly grouped into four:
heat transfer, oxidation of cladding, fuel rod deformation, and internal gas pressure and flow.
Some of these phenomena can be analyzed independently for each rod, whereas for some
others rod-to-rod or rod-to-structural component interaction must be considered. Swelling of
fuel rod due to reduced external pressure and high temperature (ballooning) is restricted by
the contact with surrounding fuel rods or shroud. Even if the rod has ruptured before contact,
hoop strain at rupture is determined by azimuthal temperature difference which is affected by
rod-rod radiative heat transfer. Consideration of such multi-rod effect requires two-dimension-
al modeling for the phenomena in each rod.

The code first started as a single-rod, one-dimensional code FREG-3T'>. At the time,
famous US code FRAP-T had already existed, which remained single-rod code until the devel-
opment was completed at FRAP-T62'. As integral multi-rod code, there exists, other than
FRETA-B, only a British code MABEL3> developed in AEE Winfrith. However, the two codes
have taken different approaches to deal with the multi-rod effect. MABEL model is essentially
a 'single rod sorrounded by eight rods' model. The heat transfer and deformation models for
the central rod of 3 X 3 lattice is two-dimensional: azimuthal variation of state is evaluated at
12 azimuthal nodes.

On the other hand, in FRETA-B it was tried to deal with a bundle with arbitrary shape
and size by combining subchannel elements. In exchange for the increased number of fuel rods
for analysis, the number of azimuthal nodes was restricted to the minimum number, four, each
of which faces different coolant subchannels (in ballooning model, 20 nodes are used whose
temperatures are interpolated from the four-node results of thermal analysis). To supress the
increase of running time, use of two-dimensional model in each fuel rod was restricted to heat
conduction and ballooning; for other phenomena, one-dimensional models are independently
applied at four azimuthal nodes. Other measures taken to save running time are summarized
in Chapter 7.

Figure 1 lists main subroutines of FRETA-B with brief description of their functions.
It shows how they are arranged in the time and space loops.

The basic models of FRETA-B have been described in the previous report4*. Considerable
updating of the code have been made since then. Important changes are solution of heat
conduction equation by the method of weighted residuals in place of the finite difference
meth xl (3.6), incorporation of rod-rod contact model (S.7), and of reflcod heat transfer
model (3.8). The present report is intended as the final report of the code development. It
describes the analytical models of the code. Experiences of code assessment are summarized
in Chapter 7. Input manual is given in Appendix A.
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2. Geometrical Model and Time Step

The solid components of a fuel bundle considered in FRETA-B are fuel rod. empty tube
in fuel rod position, and (shroud) plate in inter-rod position; the code has no model for grid
spacers. The effects of such components as water rod or guide tube on the fuel behavior can be
approximated by substituting such components with the empty tube model of which thermal
properties can be assigned by input.

From the coolant side, the basic unit of geometry is a subchannel bounded by four fuel
rods. The geometry of a bundle comprising many fuel rods is defined by specifying which rods
bound which subchannel.

Each fuel rod is divided into axial segments; each segment is then divided into four
azimuthal sectors; finally the state of each sector is evaluated at radial nodes. Fuel states in
a bundle vary both in axial and transverse directions. But the gradient of any state variable
takes quite different values in the two directions: for example, it can occur under postulated
LOCA that a cladding temperature difference of 50 K is found over 0.5 m interval axitlly,
while the same difference is realized between two opposite sides of a rod cross section, 12 mm
apart. It means that when two-dimensional modeling is to be made, it must be made in the
transverse directions, neglecting the axial change of state.

In FRETA-B whose analytical models are at most two-dimensional, two principal coor-
dinates are radial and azimuthal. Division of a bundle into axial segments is principally for
independent calculation of axial state changes (an exception is gas flow in the fuel-cladding
gap for which all axial sugments must be considered simultaneously). In other words, FRETA-
B grasps a bundle geometry primarily through its transverse cross section and regards the
whole bundle as a stack of such cross sections (Fig. 2).

Various shapes of subchannel model are prepared to simulate various parts of a bundle
(cross section). As an example, Fig. 3 shows how an imaginary 2 X 2 rod bundle can be de-
fined by a combination of six subchannels of four different types. Each subchannel is bounded
by face elements which comprise both actual solid surfaces and imaginary faces. The code dees
not realize the shape of the entire bundle; the only informations necessary for calculation are
such as that, in Fig. 3 example, subchannels 2 and 4 share a face element 21 and hence they
are adjacent to each other, or. sector 4 of rod I faces subchannel 2, and so forth. Subchannels
1 and 4 in Fig. 3 are special types that are prepared for reducing the geometry for analysis
utilizing symmetry relationship. The actual procedure of defing a bundle geometry using these
elements is described in detail in Appendix A.

FRETA-B analyzes the transient fuel state changes which occur in a relatively small time
period, typical period for postulated LOCA being several hundred seconds. Time zero is set to
be the onset of transient at which time fuel is normally on power. The actual power history
before the time zero is too long to accurately follow by a transient code. FRETA-B therefore
postulates an imaginary power ramp period starting from -100 s. Power is hypothetically
raised to the initial steady level in one second and then the resultant transient fuel state
changes such as temperature or gas pressure are calculated following time steps until tune zero.
Since the time constants for reversible fuel state changes are smaller than 10 s, a steady state
is realized before time zero. If the fuel for analysis had received long-term irradiation, the fuel
state changes before the transient should be calculated by separate fuel codes and the results
be input as room-temperature conditions.
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To suppress the increase of running time due to multi-rod modeling, FRETA-B manages
time step in two ways. The first is automatic time step redivision which is applied to the entire
time step loop. Fuel temperature jump in a time step is monitored at all nodes of the bundle
and when it is found to have exceeded the input-specified limiting value, all calculation results
in the step are cancelled and the step size is reduced from the input value according to the
fraction of the excess. Thus user can specify coarse time step size expecting the code to
modify it where necessary, at least from the viewpoint of thermal stability (Fig. 4).

The second measure is the use of local time step. Some phenomena can proceed very
rapidly without much influencing other phenomena. A typical example is the last stage of
ballooning: just before rupture, cladding can swell at a rate greater than 103 %/s. Thermal state
is virtually frozen during such a fast transient. In such a case, reduced local time step is applied
for calculating the deformation and gas flow in the rod in problem, and rod-rod contact sheck.
Similar treatment is also made for following the stress relaxation in the cladding induced by
pellet-clad interaction.

Within each time step, no iteration is made between the calculation resulis of different
subcodes: for example, mechanical subcode is called after thermal subcode and the calculated
deformations are not reflected to the thermal state of the present step, but to the state in the
next step. It does not cause any serious problem in calculating a transient because by far the
most important parameter governing any fuel state change is temperature and the time step
size is so controled as to keep the temperature jump small enough.
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3. Thermal Models

3.1 Scope

The thermal calculation of FRETA-B can either be limited to the heat conduction within
each rod, or extended to include a simplified treatment of coolant enthalpy rise along the fuel
rods. A key input parameter MODSHT determines the scope of thermal calculation and neces-
sary boundary conditions:
MODSHT = 1 heat conduction within each rod is calculated witii input cladding tempera-

ture history,
= 2 rod surface heat transfer (conductive and radiative) is calculated with input

axially-uniform coolant enthalpy and mass flux,
= 3 local coolant state is calculated from input inlet or outlet coolant condition

data,
= 4 cladding temperature is calculated using input local coolant temperature and

heat transfer coefficient,
= S same as MODSHT * 2, but local coolant data are input.

Two-dimensional heat conduction in each fuel rod is calculated under all the above five
options. Radiative and conductive heat transfer at rod surface is calculated under options 2,3,
and 5. Vhen reflooding process is included in the transient, a special empirical model can be
used under the option MODSHT - 3, detail of which is described in 3.8. Simplified heat trans-
fer models are provided also for such heat sinks as external shroud, water rod, and control rod
guide tube; the models are described in 3.9.

3.2 Heat Source Terms

Heat sources considered in FRETA-B are, 1) prompt fission heat, 2) delayed fission heat,
3) decay heat after shutdown, and 4) metal-water reaction heat in the cladding. The last one
is described in Chapter 4. For the first three, three input options are provided:
1) total power history table is input,
2) delayed fission heat is calculated and used together with the ANS 1978 standard table for

the decay heat5* after 1013 s irradiation,
3) the ANS standard table is used alone with a multiplication factor of 1.2.

Delayed fission power is given as a fraction to the initial prompt fission power Po by

P . ( 0 = A 2 [i4,exp (-0.693 t/n)] (3.1)

fi+p. (3.2)

where P»O) is delayed fission heat, /Sis the fraction of total delayed neutron (0.007). Scram
reactivity />>•. differs from reactor to reactor and can be input. The terms At and r, are the
fraction and half life(s), respectively, of the i-th precurser nuclide and stored in the code.

Heat generation rate from the above sources is expressed in the form

P(M,r,*.r)=P0(«) •/(«.») -*(r)-A(«) •/.(() (3.3)
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where n is rod number; 6 represents azimuthal sectors; r is radius; z is axial elevation (seg-
ments) and / is time. Po(») is the average linear heat rating of rod n at time zero. Equation
(3.3) means that sectorwise power fraction can be given independently in each rod, but that
axial and radial power shapes (relative) are common to all rods and also the time dependency
is common to every local power.

3.3 Coolant Conditions

When local coolant enthalpy is to be calculated from the input inlet enthalpy under the
option MODSHT=3, some hydraulic calculations are inevitable. However, since FRETA-B is
a fuel behavior code, general modeling of hydraulic process is out of the scope: coolant flow
state is considered to the extent that it makes a significant effect on fuel temperature. The
present model is essentially a slight modification of the stationary heat balance model.

The following approximations are made:
1) in each time step, flow state is assumed to be stationary, and hence mass flow rate be

uniform from inlet to outlet,
2) all subchannels are either regarded as independent conduits, or assumed to have same

enthalpy by option,
3) when the input mass velocity is very small (less than 3 kg/m2 s), hydraulic calculation is

not made; local coolant temperature is simply set equal to the average of surrounding
rod surface temperatures in the previous time step. It is nearly equal to assuming an
adiabatic boundary condition for heat conduction in each :od.

4) pressure is everywhere uniform.
For the ease of description in this section, the concept of fuel axial segment is extended

to include coolant channels, and its axial boundary is called 'mode', as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Noting a subchannel, local enthalpy is expressed as a function! of elevation z (m) and time
t(s ) as H(z, t) (J/kg), and given by

. * )=mo, ti-y+X'J^sSn0 dT (3>4)

where H(.o,t)is inlet (outlet when flow is reversed) enthalpy; tin is the time at which the
coolant left the inlet; V (specific volume, m3/kg), Q(total heat inflow to the unit length of
subchannel, W/m), and 5 (flow area, m2) are functions of the elevation z' which is the instan-
taneous location of the coolant as it flows from the inlet to elevation z.

If we notice the flow of coolant from the beginning of the present time step t, to the end
of the step t.+At , then we get, instead of (3.4),

mz.t.+JO=H(.z.,t.)+ft''*"n*J£}*') dr (3.5)

where z, is the elevation i t which the coolant located at time t,. Enthalpy #(*,r c+Jf) is
evaluated at the center of each axial segment. The starting point z, at time t, is somewhere
upstream of z, generally off the center of an segment. Denoting the segments to which eleva-
tions z and z, belong as j and k, the time step span is divided as

Jt=Stk+$tk+, + +Stj., +$tj (3.6)

where Sti is the time span during which the coolant was flowing in segment i.
Then the relation (3.5) is written numerically as
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H,U.+dt)=H,(S.-)+ £ - ^ Sti (3.7)

in which positions z and *„ are indicated by subscripts ; and o. If the time step size At is
sufficiently long, the original segment k is the lowermost (uppermost for reversed flow)
segment, and H,U.) is inlet (outlet) enthalpy at the beginning of the time step. In general
cases, the original segment k and the elevation z. in the segment are unknowns (hat must
be determined first.

The subdivided time span 8{, is related to local velocity u, (m/s) and segment length
AU (m) as

where G, is mass flux (kg/m2 s), and W is mass flow rate in the subchannel (kg/s) which is
assumed to be uniform from bottom to the top of the bundle. Inserting the last expression
of (3.8) into (3.7) we get

(3.9)

The axial span AL, is generally equal to segment length except for the top and bottom seg-
ments i and k, and is given as a function of elevation x, (m) of node i (bottom end of segment
t)as

2 ~ for «=;.

x ,» , -* , for k+i+j, ( 3 l 0 )

xi,*i-*» for i"=*.

If the elevation of the starting point z. and hence its segment number k are determined,
and if it is not the inlet (outlet), the previous-step enthalpy at the point / / . ( / , ) is determined
from the previous-step enthalpies at nodes as

where //»*'(/ ) is the enthalpy evaluated at node k (bottom of segment k: superscript (J>) means
'bottom').

In order to calculate H,(t +At) using (3.9) and (3.10), unknowns * and z. must be
determined, but they have dependency on V,, specific volume of the coolant, and hence on
the enthalpies in the present time step. What is done in the code is an iteration: first using the
previous step enthalpies, positional parameters AL, and *• are determined by (3.6), (3.8) and
(3.10). Then using (3.9) and (3.11), enthalpies at time t.+At are calculated. Then using the
new enthalpies, specific volume V, is updated (by reference to steam table) for insertion into
(3.8).

This procedure is repeated only twice without further iteration for convergence. It is
because the present model is not aimed at determining the instantaneous coolant condition in
every time step exactly, but intended for defining boundary condition for thermal analysis in
fuel rods. As stated in Chapter 2, the time step size is so controled to keep any fuel tempera-
ture jump within the step below a threshold value. Moreover, fuel rods have generally greater
heat capacity per unit axial length than coolant. Therefore, even if the calculated coolant
condition is one time step behind the actual change, it is sufficient for defining thermal bound-
ary condition.
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Assumption 3), skip of enthalpy calculation under very low flow rate, was made for the
same reason, though the threshold mass flux of 3 kg/in2 s was determined arbitrarily by
experience. Under low flow rate, coolant temperature becomes nearly equal to local solid
surface temperature except very near the inlet losing the effect as coolant. On the other hand,
it requires very small time step size to continue coolant enthalpy calculation under such
conditions.

3.4 Convactivt H«at Transfer

The classification of heat transfer modes and use of a heat transfer correlation in
each mode are basically from the RELAP-S models*) with some modifications. Figura 6 sche-
matically shows the heat transfer regimes in the dTM-x (quality) plane. Following correlations
are prepared for these regimes. Nomei.claturc is given together at the end of the correlations.

MODE 1 single-phase forced convection (Dittus-Boelter)

(3.12)

(3.13)h=0.023 j^Rt-* PrtA
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Nucleate boiling

Forced
convection
from wall
to vapor

Forced
'convection
' from vapor
to wall

<Tw < V

Forced convection
to liquid

(Tw > y Condensation

Forced
convection
to wall

X (quality)

Fig. 6 Heat transfer retimes in temperature-quality space.

MODE 2 nucleate boiling (Chen)

$=hmic ATsti+hm,c(.Tw~TB)

hmic=0.00122—^

A».c=0.023-^/?«>i Prf F

SandF a»s correction factors, for detail see ref. (6).
MODE 3 high-flow transition boiling (Modified Condie-Bengston)

where ATmt is AT,., at departure from nucleate boiling (DNB), and
boiling heat flux at DNB.

MODE 4 high-flow film boiling (Condie-Bengston)

t 0.4J7I Or t.307

,=0.081033^ ^^TSZ

-13.89471 expfl.450X!0-'PPr, )

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

is film

(3.18)
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MODE 5 low-flow post-CHF transition and film boiling

15144-^=-(GrPr/,/J"'(3.15144

0.73817

(Ar»+A«)7',.,(0.96-tf)

/-/»«J

( ln-ln interpolation
B = 0.01368 K"1 at P=413700 Pa
B = 0.01476 K"1 at P = 620550Pa

MODE 6 condensation

" " - ' - ° ' 2 9 6

nocovin-H.oOBXIU l

„ T

Nomenclatures are
heat flux (W/m2)
heat transfer coefficient (W/m3 K)
dynamic viscosity (kg/m s)
latent heat of vaporization (J/kg)
density (kg/m3)
pressure (N/m2)
hydraulic diameter (m)
quality
void fraction

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)
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acceleration of gravity (9.8 m/s3)
thermal expansion coefficient (K"1)
difference of vapor pressures at Tm and T,.t (N/m3)
velocity (m/s)
specific heat (J/kg)
surface tension (N/m).

Subscripts denote sat: saturated condition; / : liquid; g : vapor; w : wall; B :bulk;

film denotes film temperature ( = - " * ) .

The primary deviation from the original RELAP-S model exists in that the Dittus-Boelter
equation is used both for subcooled water and superheated steam in FRETA-B. Second differ-
ence is the definition of high and low flow conditions. The FRETA-B logic is due to Bjornard
and Griffith7) in which, as in RELAP-S, flow velocity is normalized to the velocity of rising
bubbles as

(3.30)

H . (3.31)

High and low flow conditions are determined as

/«**+Sf * ̂ Jtrli low flow

/ / * + / / *>1.2x>,rt. high flow (3.32)

interpolation between j c r U and l.2xjcm

where hnt is 1.36 and 3.S for normal and reverse flow conditions, respectively.
A third difference is that radiative heat transfer term in the low-flow post-CHF correla-

tion was omitted in the FRETA-B model because radiative heat transfer is considered separate-
ly in more detail.

For critical heat flux, the following three correlations are used:
1. high flow subcooled (Tong's W-3 correlation)

In SI unit,

*«™=3.154xl0»x[2.022-6.2379xl0-*P
+(0.1722-1.4268xl<r»P)exp{a8.18-5.99xl0-7i')x,}]
x[(0.148-1.60x, +0.173*.|x,|)G/1356+1.037] x[1.157-0.869x,]
x[0.266+0.836 exp(-124.1/>«)]x[0.826+3.413xl0-JW/-ft.)]

(3.33)

2. high flow saturated (Hsu and Beckner)

= o T (3.34)

where tfo™, „-> is critical heat flux given by (3.33) and Hi* is inlet enthalpy.
3. low flow (Modified Zuber)

0M,8=O.232ff/#(O.96 - t t f e W - P j i f f - ^ f ' (3.35)
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3.5 RadiativtHMtTrancfcr

3. TknmlModdt

Radiative heat transfer in the coolant subchannels is calculated under the following
assumptions:
1) temperature and emissivity are uniform over each fuel sector surface and shroud element,
2) axial segments are sufficiently long, so that net axial flow of radiative energy can be

neglected,
3) emissivity is independent of spectrum,
4) emission, reflection and absorption of radiation on a face are isotopic.

First, rod-to-rod heat transfer is formulated assuming subchannels to be vacuum, and then
rod-to-coolant heat transfer is considered as a correction term to the former. Assumption 2)
reduces the problem to two-dimensional radiative heat transfer problem. If we regard sub-
channel boundaries as completely absorptive 'face', then each subchannel can be considered
as a closed space. For two-dimensional radiative heat transfer in a space enclosed by discrete
face elements, an elegant method known as Hottel's method1' is available. The models in this
section are for the most part according to his model.

In order to calculate inter-subchannel heat transport using the view factors within each
subchannel, however, a fifth assumption is made in FRETA-B:
5) radiation flux traveling across the boundary from a subchannel to an adjacent one is

isotropic (in half sphere).
This assumption is not valid when the emissivities of solid surfaces are high, hence when direct
beams are dominant over reflected ones. But its use is almost inevitable when radiative heat
transfer in a bundle with arbitrary size and complexity must be analyzed in a subcode of fuel
behavior analysis code.

(1) View Factors in Vacuum
In two-dimensional radiative heat transfer problem, geometrical view factor for direct

beams between two discrete face elements is easily obtained from a simple geometrical rela-
tionship known as cross-string method**. When two face elements (two arcs in two-dimensional
problem) AB and CD are facing each other, see Fig. 7, product of geometrical view factor and
surface area (perimeter) is given by diagonal minus lateral chord lengths as

A,Fi,= j (3.36)

ithod tor «oometricil «ew lactoci.
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where At is ?-*a (per unit axial length) of face i (m) and F,, is geometrical view factor. A
reciprocal relationship exists between the view factors:

AlFij=AiF,i . (3.37)

We can regard a subchannel a closed space by including the channel boundary into the enclos-
ing faces. Then 'modified view factors' which accounts also for reflected beams in a subchannel
can be calculated from the geometrical view factors by the Hottel's method.

The modified view factor <l>u can be defined in terms of total energy transfer £>>(W/m)
as follows:

= aTi'Ai<f>o (3.38)

where « is emissivity (= absorptivity), a is Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.67 X10"* J/m1 s K4)
and T is temperature (K). In (3.38), the termF,* has the same meaning as Fa except that reflec-
tion is considered, but the definition of <fc> includes the emiisivities t, and «, of the emitting
and absorbing faces.

In a closed space, the following relationship exist for the summation of tur view factors
from E face to all faces in the space:

lFtJ=l. (3.39)

%*»=«. (3-40)

The reciprocal relationship of (3.37) applies toft* and <f>a too.
For calculating the modified view factor^,/, another quantity/?!/ is defined as follows:

Rn = the energy flux leaving face j , when energy flux c from face « (equals the
emissivity) is the only radiation source in the space.

From this definition, the following relation between i?,/and <Pa is deduced:

Aiti^AiRij^ . (3.41)

Then noting only the radiation originally emitted from face i , and considering the energy
balance between incident, absorbed and reflected energies on face j , the following equation
is obtained:

(1 - tjXtiAiFij + 1 (.AnRi.F.jr^AjRij (3.42)
•

where the summation in the braket is made over all reflective faces in a unit cell. The first
term in the braket means direct incidence from face i to face j . Then still fixing the original
emission source to face i, a similar energy balance equation is obtained on the next reflective
face 0 + 1 )•

Thus, if the number of reflective faces (total minus boundary faces) in the cell is N", N'
equations are obtained with//'unknown variables /?,/,&• etc. Solving these equations for/?,/,
and applying (3.41) to the results, the modified view factors <Pi> are derived for combinations
of face i and the solid faces. For boundary faces on which reflective flux is zero, the following
equation is used instead of (3.41):

.Fmik). (3.43)

Then the original emission from face i+1 is considered, and the same procedure is
repeated. The emissions from boundary faces are considered but the symmetry faces are
excluded.
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Fig. 8 Connection of modified view factor* tcrou bounduy facet.

Thus modified view factors an determined for all combinations of solid and boundary
faces in a unit cell. Using assumption 5), these factors can be easily expanded to the combina-
tion of two faces in different unit cells. Let i and j be two solid face elements in two adjacent
unit cells having a common boundary face m. Since A^m is the part of emission from face i
that was 'absorbed* at the boundary face m, the flux Ai<j>tm/Am can be regarded as the source
term in the next cell (Fig. 8). Hence,

At <l>ii= G4, hm/Am) Am<j>mi = A^im^mi . (3.44)

Here the afore-mentioned assumption S) has been used. The radiation flux from a particular
face has generally a directionality when it travels across the boundary into the next cell. For
applying the Hottel's method to this flux in the next cell, this approximation, neglect of
directionality, is necessary.

Similarly, if faces i and ;' are separated by two boundary faces m and n,

Ai<l>ii=Ai<l>im>i>mn<l>nj . (3.45)

Practically, however, this cell to cell migration chain cannot be traced until the original
emission decays completely. In the code, the number of the chain is united to two: that is,
migrations into adjacent cells and into the third cells, including the back reflection into the
original cell, are. considered.

(2) Emission and Absorption by the Coolant
In the foregoing descriptions, the space between solid faces has been assumed to be

vacuum. In fact, water absorbs and emits radiation energy even in the steam phase. When the
coolarit is in the two-phase state, scattering of light by water droplets poses difficult problems.
The FRETA-B treatment of the coolant effect is essentially that for the single-phase steam:
the two-phase state is treated simply as an interpolation between steam and completely absorp-
tive fluid states.

When a lump of water vapor exists, an emissivity can be defined for its surface. But
different from solid surface case, the emissivity of a vapor lump is not an interinsic surface
property; it depends also on the mass of vapor behind the surface. Several correlations for
vapor emissivity have been proposed, out of which FRETA-B uses Schack's equation');

_ 4.5x10* (P-L)M

7V-273 (3.46)

where P is pressure (MPa), T* is temperature (K), and L is the representative dimension of the
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vapor lump (m).
Emissivity of the two-phase mixture with quality X is approximated by the interpolation

between unity (complete absorption) at X=0 , and the emissivity of the vapor saturated at the
pressure et(P) as

£=I + ( f , ( P ) - l ) X . (3.47)

As on solid surfaces, emissivity and absorptivity of a vapor lump are identical and comple-
mentary to transmissivity:

e ,=f l f =l-r , • (3.48)

For each travelling of radiation from face * t o / , the fraction of the energy lost in the coolant
is given by (a*)./ (equals (f/)i/), which is derived from (3.46) taking the representative dis-
tance L to be the distance between the centers of the two face elements. Thus the geometrical
view factor F,> is replaced by ^

J"«=**/(r f)« • (3.49)

Using F'a instead of Fa, the procedure of calculating the modified view factois between
face elements also applies to the cue with the absorption by the coolant. The factors naturally
take smaller values than in the vacuum case. Thus instead of (3.40),

<3.S0)

The difference means the energy absorbed by the coolant, so that modified view factor to or
from the coolant can be defnined as

At •<pi>=A>-hi=Ai-ei-'LAi->J>ii (3.51)

where k represents *-th subchannel of the bundle, in which faces i and j are located. It means
that the vapor (or two-phase fluid) lump in each subchannel can be treated just as solid face
elements. The energy transfer in the opposite direction, emission by the coolant and absorp-
tion at a solid face, is also given by (3.38), using Arfu of (3.51) and taking 7, to be the coolant
temperature. The 'connection' of the view factors across boundary faces is made in the same
way as between solid faces.

(3) Method of Numerical Calculation
Net radiation energy leaving face t is given by

Qi=ti«AiTi* - 1 {oT} Ajfji) (3.52)

where summation is made over all relevant solid face elements and vapor lumps (subchannels).
Equation (3.52) is not solved simultaneously with the equations of convective heat transfer
and fuel rod internal heat conduction; instead radiation energy Qt is calculated using the
temperatures that were derived from convective heat transfer and internal heat conduction
(and radiative heat in the previous step), and added as heat source term in the next time step.

It is because 1) (3.52) has temperatures of all fuel sector surfaces and subchannels as
unknown terms of fourth power, 2) on each fuel sector surface, choice of one convective heat
transfer correlation from the six modes in 3.4 involves some trial-and-error process comparing
the temperatures calculated by correlations for different modes (some of the correlations are
highly nonlinear), and 3) solution process of internal heat conduction equation described in
3.6 is also fairly complex.
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These circumstances make simultaneous solution of all heat transfer equations almost
impossible. The present explicit treatment of radiative heat transfer, however, has not made at
least any numerical instability problem in application to practical problems. It is because the
energy carried by radiation is generally small compared with heat capacity of fuel rods, and
also because automatic time step control is made as described in 2.

The modified view factors in fact take different values at different cross sections of a
bundle, and they also change with the change of fuel and coolant states. To save running time,
however, the following approximations are made:
1) the effect of fuel rod deformation is neglected;
2) the view factors determined at an elevation of bundle (normally neat the center) are used

to calculate radiative heat transfer at all elevations; 8

3) emissivity of solid surface is assumed to be independent of temperature.
On the other hand, change of coolant emissivities with time cannot be neglected

because emissivity of vapor has strong dependency on temperature and pressure and the both
parameters change widely during LOCA. In FRETA-B, view factors are renewed when the
coolant condition has changed appreciably from the condition at the last renewal:
1) when the coolant temperature at« monitoring point has changed more than 50 K,
2) when pressure has changed more than 2 MPa (above 4 MPa), or 1 MPa (below 4 MPa).

3.6 Htrt Conduction in Fud Rod

Transient heat conduction equation in a fuel rod is written in general form as

/ > C , | £ = r-(*PT)+P (3.S3)
at

where p is density (kg/m3), C>is specific heat (J/kg-K), k is thermal conductivity (W/m-K),
and P is heat generation rate in unit volume (W/m3). Neglecting the axial heat flow and also
the azimuthal variation of thermal conductivity in the cylindrical geometry, (3.S3) becomes

The above equation applies to the heat flows both in fuel pellet and the cladding. But
the former requires much more careful numerical procedure than the latter because of larger
temperature difference in pellet and the resultant larger difference of thermal conductivity.
Similarly, the radial derivative term in (3.54) is much more important than the azimuthal
derivative term.

In order to save running time, therefore, different numerical methods are applied to
different modes of heat flow in different parts of fuel rod according to their importance and
complexity:
1) method of weighted residuals (MWR) for the radial heat flow in pellet,
2) explicit finite difference approximation for the aziinuthal heat flow both in fuel pellet

and the cladding, and
3) implicit finite difference method for the radial heat flow in the cladding.
The resultant set of numerical equations are solved simultaneously with the surface heat
transfer equation as a boundary condition.

(1) Radial Heat Flow in Fuel Pellet
Since FRETA-B must analyze many fuel rods, and since heat conduction in fuel pellet

is merely one out of diverse phenomena to be considered, its numerical procedure must be a
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fast-running one. The method of weighted residuals (MWR)10) answers this requirement
though, as a' semi-analytical method, it cannot be applied to a region having discontinuity
(hence the heat conduction in the cladding was separately handled by the finite difference
method). The point collocation method was chosen for its simplicity out of the various
methods grouped into MWR. It is a method similar to the least-square fitting of experimental
data to a trial function: a series of functions with unknown numerical constants is used to
express the unknown temperature distribution and inserted into the differential equation, and
then the unknown constants are evaluated from the conditions at selected collocation points.

This technique has been applied in COBRA-IV codeu ) to the radial heat flow in fuel
pellet using polynomials as trial functions. Use of polynomials, however, needs very high
order of tends in such a complex analysis as that sudden strong cooling is given at the surface.
In FRETA-B, a series of modified Bessel functions was chosen as trial functions. Since modi-
fied Bessel function gives rigorous solution to a simple diffusion equation in cylindrical
coordinate, its use i s trial function is adequate.

First, to remove the non-linearity of (3.S4) due to the temperature dependency of
thermal conductivity, the following transformation is made:

(3.55)

where T, is a reference temperature and *. is the thermal conductivity at T,. Inversely, Tarn
be expressed as a function monotonically increasing w ith B:

T=tf(©) . (3.56)

Then replacing the temperature T in the radial and time derivatives of (3.54) with the new
variable, and also normalizing the radius with the pellet outer radius b as

x=^ , (3.57)

we have

k#T+p _ (3_sg)

If the heat generation term and the azimuthal term are absent, (3.58) his a general solution
of the form

© = C e x P ( ^ - ) [ i 4 / . 0 « ) + B / f . G u r ) ] (3.59)

where /. and K. are modified Bessel function and Kelvin function, respectively. Now with
P¥-0 , it is tried to solve eqn. (3.58) by the method of weighted residues using the trial
function of the form:

^ ^ $ g £ } (3.60)

When there is no center hole in the pellet,

49 =19 =° <3-6i>
hence Bm=Q in (3.60), and

6=A.(.0+ t i-UOTT^T- • ( 3 6 2 )
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Here, the total number of terms M and the numerical constants itm for each term are pre-
determined so that, with small number of collocation points (nodes), (3.62) may be able to
express the temperature distributions expected to occur during a LOCA and preferably also
RIA (reactivity insertion accident). After some comparison tests with the results of finite
difference method, the series was determined as fm= 0, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, by which use of four
terms (up to 7) was found adequate for most normal operation and LOCA conditions.

Expressing the azimuthal heat flow term in (3.58) by the temperatures in the previous
time step (explicit method), and making finite difference approximation to time derivative,
we have

(3.63)

where superscripts n+l and n represent the present and the last time.steps, respectively, and
subscripts i and / denote radial and azimuthal nodes, respectively. Since the number of
azimuthal nodes is four,

^•=^T=T r" (3.64)

Using the Bessel function expansion of (3.62) in the radial derivative term of (3.58) and with
an abreviation

differential equation (3.58) as evaluated at a collocation point x> becomes

*-*=£•

(3.66)

in which 0"*1 and A»(t) are unknowns to be determined.

(2) Boundary Condition at the Pellet Surface and Beat Conduction in the Cladding
From the continuity of heat flow at the pellet-clad gap,

t i f > <367>
where subscripts g, po and ci denote gap, pellet surface and cladding inner surface, respectively,
and kt is gap heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K). Since the temperature distribution in pellet
is described by 9, not T, the pellet outer surface temperature TH in (3.67) must be expressed
as a function of ©ft+1 Since 6 is a temperature weighted by the fuel thermal conductivity
(Fig. 9), linear transformation gives a good approximation within a small temperature range:

6,,=cT»+d (3.68)

7V.=«©>.+/? (3.69)

where the coefficients are determined from the temperature distribution in the last time step.
Then using (3.62) and (3.69), the continuity equation (3.67) transforms into

= »fi (3.70)
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where an abbreviation <o=rtht was made.
The heat flow in the cladding is evaluated at only two radial nodes, i.e. inner surface and

outer surface. Finite difference approximation of (3.54) at the cladding inner surface leads to

+r«QmVOirW)= •OTrj} )+r«,»«, /
at £, rC0 ret

k i i r - r c d ( 3 . 7 1 )

where Qm is metal-water reaction heat at the inside surface (W/m2) and the subscript cm de-
notes the cladding midplane. Using (3.69) for removing TJP in (3.71), and arranging the
equation in terms of unknown variables we have

(3.72)

Finally at the cladding outer surface, the radial and azimuthal heat flows are balanced
with temperature rise, the reaction heat at the outside surface On, and the surface heat flux
to the coolant. Surface heat flux is divided into radiative and convective parts:

*=0*+0r.rf (3.73)

and only the convective part is incorporated into the simultaneous solution of heat conduction
equation; radiative heat flux is considered as a heat source term in the next time step. Then
the resultant heat balance equation is, with unknowns in the left side,

dtrcmkcm

aye*
W.M +7VUi-27?..,)J/. (3.74)

(3) Numerical Solution Procedure
If / radial nodes are set in a fuel pellet (node / i s pellet surface), and the MWR equation

(3.66) is evaluated a t / - m o d e s from 1 (innermost node) t o / - I . then /—1 sets of eqn. (3.66)
added with (3.70), (3.72) and (3.73) constitute/+2 sumultaneous equations. The unknown
varibles are 6,xn to 6/"*', TcV, TXl,A,{t) to AH(t) and #c, whose total number is J+M+Z.
If we take M+1 equals /— 1, equation (3.62) can be solved for Am (f ) :

AmQ)=Cm+iDj9r- (3.75)
i

Thus, replacing (3.75) into (3.66) and (3.70), we have / + 2 equations with/+3 unknowns
©r1 to 6J+1, TC1*\ Tel*1 and #*. Applying the Gauss elimination method to the matrix equa-
tion from the interior node 0=1) outward, we get finally an equation of the form:

ET£l+F=*c- (3.76)
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Fl$. 9 Thermal conductivity-weighted temperature (Lyons equation11' for UOj it
u»ed with To - 298 K).

Another equation relating T'.*' to 4>c is availabie from the surface heat transfer correlations
described in 3.4, which is written either as

k(TcY'-Tc..,)=<t>c,

or in a more complex form for boiling heat transfer:

(3.77)

, T,.,l (3.78)

Either (3.77) or (3.78) is solved simultaneously with (3.76) for the unknowns Tc"." and **.
Then tracing backward the elimination process, a complete set of unknowns, &,"*'to8'H,
TtV and TtV' is determined.

At the collocation points in fuel pellet, temperatures can be directly obtained by inserting
the &"" values into (3.S6). For the other points which include fuel center, however, the
coefficients of the Bessel functions Amlt) are determined first by inserting the©"*1 values at
the collocation points into (3.75), and then the 0UH values at the other points are obtained
by (3.62). The actual form of the function / in (3.78), and the actual process of choosing
one correlation out of six correlations in 3.4 are very complex. This complexity is the reason
why the Gauss elimination process is not made to include all equations, but stopped at (3.74)
expressing the result by the two coefficients E and Fin (3.76). It is also the reason why radia-
tive heat transfer equation is not solved simultaneously: simultaneous consideration of
radiative heat transfer equation necessitates simultaneous execution of the above complex
procedure in all sectors of all rods.

(4) Hollow Pellet Case
Denoting the pellet in-er radius by a, and using the boundary condition

the thermal conductivity integral is expressed by the following trial function:
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e=A,(O+YlAm(t)\n:r ' — / \ T , s (3-8°)

The heat balance equations take correspondingly a little more complex form, but they can be
solved by fundamentally the same procedure.

(S) Accuracy and Running Time
A new point of the present numerical method for solving heat conduction equation is

the use of MWR with Bessel functions as trial functions for the radial heat flow in pellet.
Accuracy check was, therefore, made on whether these trial functions can well express the
radial temperature distribution in steady axisymmetric problems. The other parts of the
present model, i.e. technique of variable separation for treating transient change and explicit
finite difference approximation for azimuthal heat flow, are merely conventional methods.

As a sample problem, a fuel rod operating at uniform power density was postulated and
the radial temperature distribution was calculated first by the code. Then using the cladding
outer surface temperature and gap heat transfer coefficient values obtained from the code,
temperature distributions in the cladding and fuel pellet were calculated by the analytical
method and compared with the code results. The comparison is made in Tabte 1. It shows
about 1% relative error in the temperature rise from the cladding inner surface to pellet center.
This level of accuracy is marginal for application to normal operation conditions, but is suffi-
cient for accident conditions in which sources of much greater error are unavoidable in all
other models and input data.

Merit of the present method exists in the reduction of running time compared with the
finite difference method. It is achieved primarily through the reduction of the number of
nodes (collocation points) by using trial functions that are most suitable for expressing the
expected temperature distribution. The above check calculation was made using five nodes
in fuel pellet. Finite difference analysis requires eight to ten nodes to keep the same level of
accuracy. Second point in the smaller running time is that, in MWR equation (3.66), majority
of the terms needs definition only once at the beginning of a transient analysis: Bessel func-
tions need not be called every time step. These two points contribute to suppress the running
time by MWR to approximately less than one-half of that by the finite difference method.

TaMt 1 Compuiion of fuel tempenturei calculated
by FRETA-B with analytical remit* (steady,
axisymmetric, flat-power condition)

dad outer temperature
dad inner temperature
fuel outer temperature
fuel center temperature

(K)
(K)
(K)

(K)

FRETA-B

532
580

842
1639

analytical

532*
580
837

1628

* dad outer temperature and gap conductance
vsluet were taken from the code remits.
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3.7 Gap Conductanct Modal and Malarial Fropartitt

Heat transfer coefficient across fuel-clad gap (gap-conductance) is evaluated by the
modified Ross-Stoute model. The original Ross-Stoute model13* was applicable only to closed-
gap case. In GAPCON-THERMAL code13> it was modified to consistently include open-gap
case. FRETA-B has adopted the GAPCON-THERMAL modification of the Ross-Stoute model
except for a FRETA-B original model for relocation of pellet fragments.

The gap state is classified in terms of nominal hot gap size t, (m), which is the cladding
inner radius minus pellet radius, and arithmetic mean roughnesses /?/ for fuel and & for
cladding (m), as

open gap if tt>1.98(.R/+Rc). (3.81)

and otherwise as closed gap.
Gap conductances for the two cases are given by

( o p e n 8 a p ) > ( 3 - 8 2 t )

<3-82b>

where h, • gap conductance (W/mJ K),
k, : thermal conductivity of the gap gas (W/m1 K),
H : Mayer hardness of the cladding (Pa),
Pi : contact pressure between pellet and cladding (Pa),
hr : radiative contribution to gap conductance (W/m2 K).

R is a square mean of the pellet and cladding roughnesses:

t0 is thickness of the gas layer contained in the roughnesses (m), given empirically by

fc=1.98a?/+/?(r)exp(-l.axi0-7fi) . (3.84)

The terms gi and gt are temperature jump distances at the fuel and cladding surfaces (m),
respectively, and the sum < f the two is given by

(3.85)

where P is gas pressure (Pa); T is gas temperature (K); » is gas viscosity (kg/m s); Mis the
molecular weight of the gas stom. km is an average of fuel and cladding thermal conductivities
at the surfaces defined by

irUfrt)- «•»
In the original definition, the gap conductance as defined by (3.82) gives the average

heat transfer coefficient along the circumference of a gap. But here its meaning is expanded
to give the local heat transfer coefficient at a small part of the circumference. If we assume
that a fraction F of the circumference has pellet fragments that have relocated outwards until
they make soft-contact (P. equals zero) with the cladding, and that the remaining ( 1 - f ) has
all fragments in the concentric position, then the average gap conductance is given by

(3.87)
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F=1

Flf. 10 Heterofeneout relocation model.

where ht(t) is the gap conductance given either by (3.82 a) or (3.82 b) depending on the value
of / which is gap size (Fig. 10).

As a standard value, F=0 1 is stored in the code for use in all sectors of all fuel rods.
By input however, different F values can be assigned to four sectors of a rod, so that direc-
tional relocation of pellet fragments toward one direction of the bundle may be simulated.

Radiative heat transfer is of minor importance at pellet-clad gap in most cases. Radiative
heat flux is a function of fourth power of temperatures:

(3.88)

where a is Stefan-Boltzman constant (S.67 X 10~8 W/m2 K4); A is surface area (ms); e is
emissivity and T is temperature (K). Subscripts / a n d c denote fuel and cladding, respectively.
In order to include Qr into linear heat conduction equation, (3.88) is approximated as follows:

qr=hr(Jf-Tt) (3.89)

where 'radiative heat transfer coefficient' h, is defined using the temperature in the previous
time step as

(3.90)

Material properties relevant to internal heat conduction are specific heats, emissivities
and thermal conductivities of pellet and cladding, and gas thermal conductivity. MATPRO
models141 are used for them except for fuel thermal conductivity of UOj pellet, for which
Lyons equation"1 is used with density correction term:

*=X^5 ^A-g)(if^+6- i256xio~"r')0.95 1+0.5(1-
(3.91)

where k is thermal conductivity (W/m K), Tis temperature (K) and D is density (fraction to
theoretical density).
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3.8 Rtflood HMt Transfer

Rod surface heat transfer under (bottom) reflooding condition is calculated using the
FLECHT correlation with some modifications. Two important parameters governing the
phenomenological reflood heat transfer correlations are viH, inlet reflooding velocity (m/s),
and 2 , , axial height of the quench front (m). The former, »•• , must always be input as an
external variable when reflood calculation is required. The quench front position can be
either input as a time-dependent variable, or computed by the code using the FLECHT quench
front correlation16'.

The FLECHT correlation gives quench time as a function of quench front elevation
when the inlet reflood rate is held constant. When the initial cladding temperature 7V*t is
much higher than 204 °C, it is written as

*,(*)=//,.*.* Hm.r[.Q,+0.5Qrex9(.-9Q?)] (3.92)
where /,,>.,* >•«,„ is the quench time of the peak power elevation, which is i complex

function of flooding rate, pressure, inlet subcooling and so forth, for detail tee the original

paper16'. Or is the normalized power integral from the inlet to *,

qdt/Jn qdz (3.93)

where <? is linear heat rating in W/m. / is a correction factor that accounts for the different
fuel length and power profile between the fuel rod in problem and the FLECHT core as

/=z(Q.)/[*«&)3njc«r «•...«• (3.94)
Equation (3.92) gives quench time at ui arbitrary elevation when >.« and other conditions
are held constant. Under varying conditions, quench front velocity », can be defined as

<3.95)

in which the quench time i, is derived from (3.83) using the new (after change) condition
data. Then the new quench front elevation is derived as

e,(.t+Jt)=x,(.t)+v,Jt. (3.96)
Heat transfer coefficient in the region above the quench front is also given in the

FLECHT as an empirical correlation. But it is primarily for the 'quasi-steady' period, and
the correction term proposed for the preceding 'developing' period lacks generality. In the
FRETA-B model, therefore, some modification had to be made for the 'developing period'
during which the introduced water does not reach boiling point.

For the well-developed two-phase flow in the quai-steady period, FLECHT heat transfer
coefficient is given as

hn=2l5.8 exp(-5.9ft.) exp [-3.93 7 ( * - * ) ]

{ ( 5 ^ ^ ) } ] (3.97)

where heat transfer coefficient is in W/m3 K, and P is pressure (IMPa). The condition for the
quasi-steady period is

*, ̂  x, =0.558 (39.37 »,. )*"(0.5466-1.677 »,„ ) . (3.98)

In the FRETA-B model, another critical height *«' is defined as
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C'

*'=Jo v"dt (3.99)

where 'new critical-time* tc is given by

fc=pc,j(r..,-7,.) ( 3 1 0 0 )

where P is density (kg/m3); 5 is flow area (m2); C> is specific heat (J/kg-K); 9 is linear heat
rating (W/m); T,«, and Tin are saturation and inlet temperatures (K), respectively.

Before reflooding starts, dominant heat transfer modes are radiative heat transfer and
convective heat transfer to superheated steam. Using the two critical heights defined above,
a smooth linear interpolation is made between these pre-rcfiood modes and the well-developed
reflood heat transfer as

«,<«, 4=hn(.Tm-T..,) , (3.101)

where <t> and <t>r are total and radiative heat fluxes, respectively; k, is pre-reflood convective
heat transfer coefficient; T. and T, are wall and bulk temperatures, respectively; k it an inter-
polation factor given by

«-*. (3.102)

In the region below the quench front, nucleate boiling condition is assumed.

3.9 Thermal Effect of Shroud

During a transient, shroud plates and other structural materials work as a heat source or
sink. As stated in Chapter 2, all structural components in a bundle are idealized by the code
as 'shroud', either tubular or planar. Tubular 'shroud' is used for simulating the control-rod
guide tube in PWR, or the external wall of an experimental rig.

Geometries of shrouds are specified as a part of the input data for radiative heat transfer.
Therefore a shroud plate is divided into face elements each facing different coolant sub-
channel. If, for example, a shroud face forms the external surfaces of four subchannels, it must
be input as four independent face elements. Different properties (heat capacity, external
temperature etc.) can be assigned to them.

Each face element is classified into either insulated shroud or conductive shroud. The
former emits or absorbs heat only by heat capacity; it does not conduct heat out of the
bundle. It is used for simulating the components completely contained within the bundle,
or the external wall that is thermally insulated from outside. The conductive shroud model
is used for the external wall of the bundle whose outside surface is cooled by external coolant,
as is normally used in experimental rigs. In each case, the thermal effect is treated by simple
one-point approximation of heat conduction equation. As a special case, shroud face elements
can be assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the coolant. In this case, even heat capacity
of the shroud is neglected and the only thermal effect of the element is to completely reflect
radiation.

(1) Insulated Shroud
This type of shroud, either tubular or planar, conducts heat on one side but has the
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opposite side insulated. One-point approximation means in this case neglect of thermal resist-
ance within the plate. The governing equation is

- # - * (3.103)

where T"*' is wall temperature in the present step (K); V is its previous value; Vis volume
per unit surface area (m); p is density (kg/mJ); C> is specific heat (J/kg-K); Jr is time step
size (s); * is convective heat flux; feis radiative heat flux (both taken, positive when they
flow out of the plate) (W/m1).

As in the thermal calculation of fuel rods, radiative heat flux 4r is evaluated separately
(explicitly) in the radiative heat transfer subcode. Hence unknowns in (3.103) are 7"" and
*, so that (3.103) can be expressed in the form

A r M I + f t = f (3.104)
Equation (3.104) can be solved for 7""*' and 4 simultaneously with one of the heat transfer
correlations (3.77) or (3.78) depending on the coolant state, just as was done in the fuel rod
thermal calculation. The obtained convective heat flux (positive in flowing-out side), together
with the radiative heat flux, affects the coolant temperature in the next step.

(2) Conductive Shroud
This type of shroud transmits heat from the coolant inside bundle to the external coolant.

One-point approximation at the bundle-side surface leads to the equation:

&f-<T?1 -TS)=-4+kc(.T»-T:)-*r (3.105)

where *e is combined heat conductance (W/m'-K) of internal thermal conductivity and heat
transfer at the outside surface:

* = < 3 1 0 6 >

and other variables are: A,, is heat transfer coefficient at the external surface (W/mJ-K); A is
thermal conductivity of the wall (W/m-K); d is its thickness (m); T*> is temperature of the
external coolant (K).

Taking the external coolant temperature as a boundary condition, (3.105) can also be
expressed in the form of (3.104). Since the heat flow across shroud is merely a correction
term for fuel behavior, the heat transfer coefficient hc, is not calculated by the code, but
specified as the input data as well as other parameters P,Cp,d and T*,.
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4. Cladding Oxidation Modal

At high temperature, Zircaloy cladding tubes react with water (steam) as

Zr + 2H,0 -ZrOi+2H,. (4.1)

The zirconia layer forms on the surface, and oxygen diffuses through the layer into the
interior metal layer. Oxidation also proceeds from the inner surface after the cladding rupture.
Calculation of cladding oxidation is made when the cladding temperature exceeded the input
threshold value (default value 973 K).

Oxygen generally diffuses much faster in the oxide than in the metal layer. At the oxide-
metal boundary, therefore, the oxygen atom flux coming from the oxide side is much larger
than the flux away into the metal layer, and the difference is used for changing the metal into
oxide, see Fig. 11. In this situation, oxide layer growth kinetics is determined by the oxygen
diffusion in the (already-formed) oxide layer alone, independent of the diffusion in the metal
layer.

Several empirical correlations have been proposed based on the diffusion-controled
parabolic rate equation concept in the form :

h* = Kt (4.2)

where k is the thickness of oxide layer (m), and * is time (s). K is a temperature-dependent
constant, for which FRETA-B uses the values reported by CathcartIT>:

(4.3)

where R is gas constant (kJ/mol K) and T is temperature (K). Though the applicability of
the Cathcart correlation is in fact limited to above 1000°C, its use below 1000°C does not
make problem because the duration of LOCA is so short that no significant oxidation proceeds

difference --* oxide growth
i
I

2

sen>

metal ' oxide

Fit. 11 Oxifen coaceatntioo in the cladding with oxide layer.
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below 1000°C.
Equation (4.2) describes the oxidation kinetics when the cladding temperature is kept

constant throughout the process. For treating the kinetics with varying conditions, (4.2) can
be used in incremental form:

(4.4)
where »+l denotes the present time step whose size is it, and n the previous time step. Thus,

h*«=J(hnY+KAt . (4.5)
Volume increment of the oxide layer in unit axial length is

4V=xl(ro-h'y-(ro-h"*'y) (4.6)
where r0 is the initial outer surface radius (m). Oxidation from the inner surface is calculated
similarly.

Finally, reaction heat, given as follows, is added to linear heat rating of the rod (sector):
qr..c = p-AV-Q (4.7)

where P is the density of the original metal, and 0 is reaction heat (6500 J/g-Zru)).
Oxi^en concentration in the metal affects the strength of the material. Hence, besides

analyzing the oxide layer growth, diffusion of oxygen in the metal phase is calculated for
determining the average oxygen concentration. . •
Assuming a diffusion constant independent of concentration, diffusion equation is written as

where c is oxygen concentration (kg/m3), t is time (s), r is radial distance from the inner
surface (m), andO is diffusion constant (m*/s) given as")

(4.9)

with R denoting the gas constant (8.317 X 10~3 kJ/mol K). No differentiation is made between
the alph; and beta phases concerning the oxygen diffusion.

The metal part is divided into four slabs with equal thicknesses and equation (4.8) is
approximated by the finite difference method in the explicit way as

Ci*-G_ D 1 Tr.+r.+i /ft+i-c, \ r.+r,-i/c.—c,-i \1
At n Art 2 \ Ar ) 2 \ Ar /J

j j . , • ) ft-+ri,(C(-i J (4-10)

where

r«,i=^-(r,+r,«) and rL,i=Y

and c* denotes the concentration in the present time step. At the outer surface (interface with
the oxide layer) of the metal phase, oxygen concentration is taken equal to the maximum
oxygen solubility in the alpha-phase Zircaloy30*:

c»=e.,= 453.7 kg/m3.
At the inside surface, the same condition is used when the rod is ruptured and hence when
oxidation proceeds from th? inner surface too. When the rod is intact, the boundary condition
at the inner surface is
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SI =o. <411>
or | T-r,

and the finite difference expression at the inside surface is

All the present-step concentration values c* to c! can be directly determined from the
previous-step values c,, provided that the time step size is sufficiently small. For stable calcu-
lation with the explicit method, given time step is divided into local sub-steps whose size is
proportional to the ratio of the remaining metal layer thickness to the increment of oxide
layer growth.
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5 Mechanical M o d *

Fuel rod deformation modes considered in FRETA-B are thermal expansion of fuel
pellets and the cladding; pellet-clad interaction (PCI); pressure-induced cladding deformation
(ballooning). The restriction of excessive ballooning either by rod-rod contact or by rupture
is also modeled. But no modeling has been made on bending of fuel rods, nor on interaction
with grid spacers.

All mechanical calculations are made in subroutine DEFORM. The call for DEFORM
is made separately for each rod and each axial segment. In each segment of a rod, stress-strain
calculation at 20 azimuthal nodes is required to reproduce smooth profile of ballooning.
Moreover, extremely rapid deformation in the final stage of ballooning requires very small
time step for estimation of rupture strain. To save running time, therefore, sub-time step for
mechanical calculation is used, which subdivides the input time step allowing coarse time
meshing for other models, see Fig. 4.

The maximum strain increment in a time step is monitored, and when it is found to
have exceeded a threshold value (0.0S) in an axial segment of a rod, all the calculated results
on the rod and the segment in problem are canceled and the time step is redivided into smaller
ones. But in the other rods, this operation is not made; the undivided time step remains valid
for those rods. Since rod deformation and internal pressure are closely related, the subdivided
time step also applies to the calculation of internal gas pressure.

Figur* 12 shows the flow of calculation within each call of DEFORM. Thermal expansion
and gas pressure-induced deformation are calculated first, regardless of the gap size. In the
two-dimensional modeling with four fuel sectors, check of the gap closure is made on two
diagonal sectors simultaneously, and the pellet is shifted to realize equal gap size in the two
sides. It is because pellet-cladding contact pressure in one side, if any, must be supported at
the opposite side. When the two sides are found to have closed gaps, the preceding calculation
results on pressure-induced deformation are canceled, and are replaced by the calculation of
pellet-clad interaction.

5.2 Tharmal Expansion

Complete cracking of pellet is assumed in calculating thermal expansion under irradia-
tion: every fragment of a pellet is assumed to expand freely. Dividing a pellet into concentric
rings, outward displacement of ring »' is given by

«,= i>(7V)4r, (5.1)

where 7} is the average temperature of ;-th ring, itj is its original thickness, and «(T) is inte-
grated linear thermal expansion from 25 °C to 7"(°C) which is given by the MATPRO model14*
as

[tfQ t]a=-1.79xi0-4+7.1O7xl0-*r+2.581XlO- fr1+1.14XlO-*ar .
(5.2)
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Fit. W Flow of mechanical calculation.

LPuO,]a = -2.137xl0-44-8.495xi0- |r+2.151X10-*T t+3.714xi0- l ir' .
(5.3)

For mixed oxide fuel, weighted average (by moie fractions) of the above two correlations is
used. Eqn. (5.1) means that cracked fragments of a pellet are pushed outward successively
from the center. If the fuel temperature was every where 7",, the radial displacement of ring
t would have been

*j,'=a(r,)r, (5.4)

where r, is mean radius of ring i. The difference between M, and «•' represents the mismatch
of cracked fragments, and hence determines crack volume. Total crack volume per unit fuel
length is given by
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Vc=2K t («.-«*)M U +a, ) . (5.5)

where N denotes the outermost fuel ring.
Axial expansion of each fuel ring is obtained by multiplying the initial pellet height by

the integrated thermal expansion d of the ring. The axial expansion of the pellet stack as a
whole is determined by the expansion either at dish shoulder or pellet center (flat pellet).
Thermal expansion of fuel pellet is evaluated successively and independently at four sectors
of a fuel rod, so that four different values of axial stack expansion result. The average value
is simply adopted as expressing the fuel stack state.

Thermal expansion of cladding is evaluated at one node in the radial direction, i.e. at
midplane. Azimuthally, however, ballooning analysis requires 20 nodes, so that thermal
expansion must also be evaluated at the 20 nodes. Since the result of thermal calculation
is given at four positions per circumference, temperatures of the remaining 16 points are
interpolated from the four values using a function of the form:

T(8)=/k+A sin(0)+/l, sin(20)+/S, cos(0) (5.6)

where 6 is the azimuthal angle measured from a sector boundary, so that the four calculated

data are given at - j - , -J-K, -|-jt, and - j - * .

Texture-dependent thermal expansion of Zircaloy is treated in the MATPRO model
by assuming a fixed texture. Axial and radial expansions are

[axial] o=4^- = -1199x l0 - 4 +4 .441x i0 -«r (.2
Us

=-8.3xl0-3+9.7X10-*7' (lOOOC^T)

[radial] a=-1.815xi0-*+6.721X10-*7
= -6.8X l<rs+9.7X 10-*7"

Between 800 and 1000°C, namely in the two-phase region of unoxidized zircaloy, thermal
expansion is given by a discrete data table.

As in fuel pellet, azimuthally different values are obtained for the axial cladding expan-
sion. By adopting the average value, it is implicitly assumed that larger or smaller expansions
than the average value are converted to thermal stress under the plane-strain condition.

5.3 Deformation of Cladding Tubt by Gas Pressure

As in other models, FRETA-B model for cladding deformation is two-dimensional in
the transverse cross section: the rod state is assumed to be axially uniform within each axial
segment.

Figure 13 shows the geometrical model of cladding deformation in the transverse cross
section, which is azimuthally non-uniform. In each rod, cylindrical coordinate is used with
the origin at the centpr of the original geometry. Variations of the midplane radius r and
wall thickness k along the circumference are expressed by the Fourier series, with azimuthal
angle 6, as

r(fi)=ro+ £ [a, cos (»0)+4, sin(iitf)] , (5.8)

A(«)=Ao+f fc. cos(«9)+rf, sin(sfl)] , (5.9)
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Fig. 13 Locil curvature of the cladding midpiane.

where N is normally taken to be 2 to 4. Using abbreviations

the curvature at a point (r, 0) is given by

1 r'+2r''-r-r- - . 1 0 )

p * (r '+r' 2 )" • u><1"'

Here a local coordinate is introduced, which is distinguished from the rodwise cylindrical
coordinate by subscripts:

local P normal
t tangential

global (in a rod) r radial
8 azimuthal.

Z-axis is common to the two coordinates from the assumption.
With zero curvature in z-direction, the cladding hoop stress o» (Pa) is given by the mem-

brane theory as

pAP
°'=W) C5.ll)

where f> is the radius of curvature (rrT1) andiPis derived from the rod internal and external
pressures/1,- and P.(Pa), respectively, as

JP=Pi-P.. (5.12)

Axial stress is assumed to be constant over a cross section and given by

P.S.-P.CS.+5.)
°'- Jc (5.13)

where 5,- is the cross-sectional area of the rod internal volume and <SC is the area of the cladding
cross section (m2). They are calculated, using the Fourier expansion (S.8) and (5.9), as
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*.(!+£,*)' (5.15)

where en, is average thermal strain. Variation of radial stress across the cladding is beyond
the scope of the membrane theory; radial stress is approximated as everywhere equal to

Using these stress components, elastic strains are calculated by

e / = [ ( + ) ]

(5.16)

(5.17)

where E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively.
Von Mises' equivalent stress for an anisotropic material is given in the form:

(5.18)
where F , G, and / /are Hill's anisotropy parameters. Dividing (5.18) with*JG+H~, we have

(5.19)jz===\.F'(.a,-or)'+G'(o,-or)'+H'(o.-l,,)'l
i

where F'=F/(.G+H), G'=G/(G+H) and W=H/(JG+H).
Since C' plus K equals unity, (5.19) indicates that ar equals a, when the stress state is pure
tension in z-direction. Hence a* can be regarded as a kind of equivalent stress for reference to
the uniaxial tensile testing data. Relationship between stress and strain rate in uniaxial creep
tests, which will be described in more detail in 5.5, is now generalized to the relationship
between o" and generalized plastic strain increment (in a unit time) 4c(« . Then the Prandtl-
Reuss flow rule for relating the strain components to the generalized strain is written in the
form:

(5.20)

equivalent
stress

stress , a a acomponents t z r
i

pressure

i

i '
anisotropy

curvature

generalized .j>
strain increment S q

strain

normal
displacement

displacement .„ Afl
r-e components &r Ae j

Fif. 14 Lope of calculating plutkstniainciemeftt.
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Thus at the end of a time step, components (»= t.z.r) of total cladding strain are derived
at each node as

(5.21)
where the superscript th denotes thermal strain.

With the strain components, normal and axial components of the cladding local displace-
ment are given by

Awp=pAe, , (5.22)

AL=AzAe,. (5.23)

where Az is the axial segment length. In this model, displacement in a cross section occurs
only along the radius of curvature, so that it has no tangential component.

The normal displacement AwP is decomposed into (r, 8) components in the rod global
coordinate by

r Aw,

48=- —r Jw,

(5.24)

(5.25)

The wall thickness increment is simply given by

Ah = kAtr. (5.26)
Thus, new cladding geometry has been defined by a set of new geometrical data

(midplane radius, azimuthal angle, wall thickness) as

(*,.,<+An', 8i,,u¥Mi' ki..n+Aht) (i= 1, 20).

This data set is expressed by the Fourier series for the new step. This process of calculating
the local strain increment is made independently at each azimuthal node. However, the calcu-
lated displacements determines the local curvature at nearby nodes, hence local stresses in the
next step through (5.11). Thus the present ballooning model is two-dimensional as a whole
through the interference effect appearing in the next step.

Flf.15 Example of multi-rod btllooninjcilculitkHL
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An example of ballooning calculation is shown in Fig. 16. In this case, five pressurized
fuel rods are on the course of ballooning. Circles indicate cladding midplanes; attached numer-
ical data show the sectowise cladding surface temperature in K.

5.4 Prilet-Clad Interaction

Differently from the case of ballooning, the calculation of pellet-clad gap state and
interaction is made at one azimuthal point in each suitor, hence directly using the results of
thermal analysis. As was shown in Fig. 12, the gap closure in each step is examined after a
series of calculation on thermal expansions and pressure-induced cladding deformation.

The gap state is first determined independently in each sector. Open or closed gap state
is judged by the sign of the radial gap size given by

ti=rei-(.rf,+u) (5 27)

where ji=l.91l(jt/+p,),

and r is radius, ft is surface roughness with subscripts / and c denoting fuel and cladding,
respectively, i and o denoting inner and outer surfaces, reipectively.

When t, is positive in all four sectors, the gap is open and the already calculated
pressure-induced deformation is confirmed as showing the present geometry. If, on the other
hand, t, is found to be negative in a sector i , the gap size is averaged over the two opposite
sectors:

?,(«, i + 2 ) = y { ( * , ) , + (*,)•>,} . (5.28)

and thesi&n of 1, is checked again.
Thus gap closure is defined as the state of a couple of fuel sectors diagonal to each

other, and PCI is calculated for the couple. The code is prepared for the situation that the
gap is closed along one diagonal of a rod, whereas open along the other one.

Even in a general case, the magnitude of interaction is different between two diagonal
sector couples. But the interaction in each sector is treated as if it is axisymmetric, to enable
the use of the thin-sheJ) model. The following assumptions are made for simplification:
1) fuel pellet behaves as a rigid body,
2) PCI in each axial segment is determined by local pellet and cladding dimensions alone,

and
3) after contact, no slipping occurs between pellet and cladding.

Assumption I) means that only cladding deforms by excessive thermal expansion of
pellet, and that the dimension of pellet is not affected by PCI. Therefore the output of the
PCI calculation is not dimensions nor total strains, but contact pressure and the cladding
plastic strains.

The PCI-induced stress-strain history of the cladding is treated by the model for stress
relaxation under fixed displacement. For this purpose, given time step size At is divided into
2 to 30 sub-steps depending on the differential thermal expansion of pellet and cladding:

Jt=Stx +St,+ +8rw. (5.29)

The excess thermal expansion of pellet is assumed to be accomodated entirely by elastic
strains of the cladding at the start of the step if. Then gradually with sub-steps S/, elastic
strain is replaced by plastic strain lowering the stress.

From the thin-shell model (neglecting radial stress), the elastic strain increments are
related to stress increments by
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^-(J(7#-vA».),

Y<Jo-vAot) (5.30)

From assumptions 1) and 3), once gap is closed, differential deflections of pellet and
cladding (both radial and axial) can be calculated from thermal expansions. These deflections
are expressed as strains by dividing with the gap radius and designated as G and H, which
can be determined as

—^AtT\ (5.31)

, (5.32)

where r«is midplane radius and A is wall thickness of the cladding.
Jt/* and itlk (fuel) are thermal strain increments at the outer surface of the pellet which

are in fact equal (isotropic expansion).
Substituting (S.30) into (5.31) and (S.32), we obtain

UovAo)+ * £ W » + A ) = G . (5.33)

(5.34)

Solving (5.33) and (5.34), we have

. _ G+vQ.-B)H
- < 5 3 5 )

_ vG+(l+vB)H „
" T i T r ^ E • <5-36>

where S = -£- .
Substituting (5.35) and (5.36) into (5.30), the 'initial' elastic strain of the time step it are
calculated as

" ( l y ' J C r a + . O g f f -..„
(1+vXl-v+vB)

The initial stress components are obtained by adding Jat and Jo, to the corresponding stress
components at the end of the previous step. Using these stresses, the equivalent stress for
reference to uniaxial tensile data is obtained using (5.19) as in the case of pressure-induced
deformation. Then the generalized strain increment Bl ef, in the first sub-step 8*, is calculated
with the uniaxial creep correlation. Its three components are derived by the Prandtl-Reuss
flow rule, (5.20).

At the end of the sub-step, the plastic strain increments are compensated by the reduc-
tion of elastic strain components:

8V=-SV (5.39)

where the superscript 1 indicates that the increment is for the first sub-step.
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Then solving (5.30) for a, the stress increments (actually reduction) due to relaxation are
calculated as

(5.40)

and subtracted from the 'initial' stresses.
The procedure from (5.39) to (5.40) is repeated in subsequent sub-steps to the last one St« ,
and the stress components and the strain components, both elastic and plastic, are finally
determined as the end state of the whole time step At as

+!(&»<)/,

The pellet-cladding contact pressure is calculated by

„ rcoPt+lio$
Pc= ; Pi

ret

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

(5.44)

where P, and P, are external and internal pressures, respectively.
A situation can occur that, as in Fig. 16, the pellet-clad gap is closed along one diagonal

while it is open alorv- the other diagonal. Since the cladding displacement in the cloted-fap
sector is evaluated at one (central) node in the sector and the result is allocated to all the
nodes in the sector, a discontinuity can arise at the sector boundary. The dicontinuous clad-
ding strains due to this discontinuity, however, can be diminished by the smoothing effect of
the Fourier-series fitting of midplane radii.

F J i . » DiffeiMt u p statM between two
diagcMul lets of fuel secton.
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5.5 PlattkMty-CrMpCorralMionandAnisotropyofZircaloy

(1) Uniaxial Equation
Strength data of Zircaloy have been mostly taken from uniaxial tensile or creep testings

in the longitudinal direction of either tube or sheet specimen. Strictly speaking, this longitu-
dinal strength depends on the texture of particular tube or sheet. For practical analysis of fuel
behavior during accident, however, it is convenient to postulate a typical longitudinal strength
which represents such tensile and creep data, and also to postulate a typical anisotropy factor
to apply the uniaxial results to bi-axial problems. This idealized longitudinal strength corre-
sponds to a' in eqn. (S.19).

The equation dealing with the non-elastic straining is written in general form as

»=/(«.*) (5.45)
where i* is non-elastic (plastic or creep) strain rate (s~'). This general form is written in more
explicit forms, depending on which of the strain and the strain rate is more important, either
in creep type:

i*=Aon, (5.46)

or in plasticity (strain hardening) type: .

o=Kt' . '• (5.47)

In the temperature range relevant to the ballooning, creep-type equation well describes the
deformation process. But in the lower temperature range, the plasticity type of equation must
be used, so that some discontinuity at the boundary is unavoidable.

In the following descriptions, stress and strain are given as true stress and true strain.
a) low temperature range of alpha-phase Zircaloy (7"< 730 K)
The MATPRO-09 model141 is used, in which strain-hardening curve is expressed in the

form of (S.47). The coefficient K and stress exponent v are given, when the unit of stress*
isMN/m2,by

ff=(1.075xl0'-0.9996-r>(l-0.546».) , (5.48)

v=(-0.0186+7.11 xlO"*r-7.721 X10"' T)-Y-Z . (5.49)

7=0.847 exp(-39.2»)+0.153-0.0916«+0.229w1 .

Z=exp[- (*f )"V(3.73xl0 T +2xl0»«)] .

where 7" is temperature (K), to is cold work (ma/m2), (Sis fast neutron flux (n/m* s) and t is
time (s).

For calculating the plastic strain increment, yielding of the material must be checked.
It is made by comparing the strains <t and *i, which are determined by the stress a and the .
old plastic strain etu as

d =e!u + -^,

(5-50)

and if *i > u , the material is elastic and t=*t,
if ci^tt , the material is plastic and «=««.
In the first case, there is no plastic strain increment, whereas in the second case, the

increment is given by
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b) high-alpha region (730 K^TZ 1073 K)
The uniaxial creep rate proposed by Rosinger et alM) is used:

where a is stress (MPa), and « is true strain rate (s~').
c) beta-phase range (7"^ 1273 K)
Also given by Rosinger et al as

(5.51)

(5.52)

d) two-phase region (1073 < T< 1273)
Interpolation is made using the creep rate equations (5.52) and (S.S3),

(5.53)

(5.54)

(2) Anisotropy Facton
The creep rate equations (5.51) to (5.53) are regarded as relating the generalized strain

increment (in unit time) to the equivalent stress referenced to the longitudinal direction, i.e.
Win (5.19). For calculating three components of a strain, the anisotropy facton or, F\ G'
must be numerically determined. The only existing study of anisotropy in the temperature
range relevant to the LOCA condition seems to be that performed in PNWL22). It estimated
the ratios between the factors in the range:
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(5.55)
P=-§=2.0 ~4.0 .r

Use of the smallest fractions from the above ranges, hence the smallest anisotropy seems
to match the wall-thinning and axial shrinkage data in closed-end burst experiments, see Fig.
17. Then the anisotropy factors after division by (G+H), see 5.3, are obtained asF'=0.278,
C=0.444 , # '=0 .556.

(3) Effect of Oxidation on the Cladding Strength
It is assumed that oxide layers do not contribute to the strength of a cladding tube ,»

that the oxide thicknesses are subtracted from the cladding wall thickness for use in the
mechanical calculation:

*„-*,-(<*,+</,) (5.56)

where d, and dt are oxide thicknesses at inside and outside surfaces. They oxygen atoms
dissolved in the metal decrease the creep rate. The effect of uniform oxygen concentration it
expressed in the usual creep rate equation form as

i=FAo" (5.57)

where i and o are strain rate and stress, respectively, and A and n are coefficient and stress
exponent, respectively, for unoxidized zircaloy appearing in (5.46). The coefficient F stands
for the effect of oxygen concentration as"*

F=exp(-342C) (5.58)

where C is oxygen concentration (weight fraction) minus normal oxygen concentration in
unoxidized Zircaloys(l X 10"3).

The case with spacial distribution of oxygen concentration is handled by defining the
local stress and st.ain rate for each of N sub-slabs as

No=oi+ot+ +OH. (5.59)

and t=e,=e«= =««, (5.60)

where a is average or macroscopic stress and a is local stress in the i-th slab. Assuming (5.57)
type of rate equation for each sub-slab and solving for local stress,

oi=A-iFi-iir. (5.61)

Inserting (5.61) into (5.59), and using the relationship of (5.60), we have

(5.62)

hence

M / J (5.63)
We can thus define a coefficient for hardening due to dissolved oxygen as

for use in the macroscopic creep rate equation.
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5.6 Fuel Rod Rupture

In FRETA-B, .a ballooned fuel rod is judged to have ruptured when the local hoop strain
at any azimuthal node has exceeded the threshold value. The threshold value was so deter-
mined as to give a reasonable estimate of azimuthal-average rupture strain when used with
the approximate model of ballooning by the membrane theory.

According to metallographic examinations of ruptured cladding tubes, wall thickness
near the rupture point is sometimes found to have decreased to one-fifth of the original
thickness24^. It amounts to a local radial (true) strain of —1.6. But such a microscopic value
cannot be applied to the local strains calculated by the (modified) thin-shell theory of the
code, because the theory is in fact not applicable to such a large strain range.

The use of the thin-shell theory until rod rupture occurs is quite approximate. Therefore,
the rupture criterion must be determined empirically so that it may compensate the error in
the strain calculated by the approximate model. For use in FRETA-B, average rupture hoop
strain data were collected from the out-pile ballooning experiments with small temperature
ramp rate, as shown in Fig. 18. These hoop strain values are not local ones, but circumferential-
average values. However, under the experimental conditions as stated above, temperature
distribution is fairly uniform and hence the difference between local and average rupture
strains is fairly small. Thus the use of the upper envelope of such data as a local rupture
criterion compensates the inadequate treatment of strain localization by the thin-shell model,
and enables reasonable estimate of average hoop strain.

The envelope, indicated by the broken line in Fig. 18, is expressed as a simplified func-
tion of temperature as
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«<true)=1.0

=;0.3+0.014(1173-D

=0.3

. =1.0+0.014(7-1273)

=1.0

(5.65)

(1223<T £1273) ,

(1273<D ,

In a rod that was judged to have ruptured at a node, the internal gas pressure is instan-
taneously set equal to the external pressure, so that the driving force for further deformation
is lost automatically.

5.7 Rod-Rod or Rod-Shroud Contact

After a partial rod-rod contact, further ballooning is calculated only at free nodes not
trapped by other fuel rods. Monitoring of the rod-rod contact is made by tracing the displace-
ments of all the azimuthul nodes of all the fuel rods.

Let P in Fig. 19 be an azimuthal node of a rod whose center (original geometry) is Ot.
Likewise, let 0 and R be two adjacent nodes of another rod whose center is O,. Let £ be
the intersection of two lines QR and O,P. The condition for that node P is trapped by the
chord QR is:
1) point 5 is included in the span QR ( s 3 -5^<0 in vector form) and
2) point 5 is included in the span OiP ( S&, -5?<0 ).
These conditions are checked for the combinations of all nodes and all chords with two
adjacent nodes. This method can be applied to the check of rod-to-shroud contact by replacing
the chord with the shroud face element.

When a node is judged to have been captured by another rod or shroud, the node is
excluded from the calculation of further straining.

Fif. 19 Rod-rod contact model.
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6. Fuel Rod Internal Gas Pressure Model

FRETA-B calculates the hot-state gas pressure and optionally transient gas flow through
the pellet-cladding gap, based on the input cold-state gas pressure data. Gas composition
(helium, fission gas, H2O etc.) and total moles are fixed throughout the calculation run:
composition change due for example to additional fission gas release is neglected. Gas pressure
calculation in each rod is made until the rod is judged to have ruptured.

6.1 Uniform G M Pressure in • Rod

Unless specified otherwise by input, gas pressure in • fuel rod is assumed to be every-
where uniform. Free volumes considered for pressure calculation are upper and lower plena,
fuel-clad gap, center hole, dish, and crack volumes of fuel pellets. The ideal gas law is assumed
in each volume element:

PVi=ntRTt (6.1)

where Pis pressure (Pa), R is the gas constant (8.317 J/mole-K), and Vit»,, Tit are the volume
(m3), gas moles, and the local temperature (K), respectively, of volume element i . The tem-
perature of each volume element is approximated as follows:
1) upper and lower plenum temperatures are set equal to the outlet and inlet coolant tem-

peratures, respectively,
2) pellet-clad gap temperature is set equal to the average of the fuel and the cladding surface

temperatures,
3) fuel crack temperature is equal to the volumetric average temperature of fuel, whereas

the temperatures at center hole and dish volume are taken equal to the respective local
temperatures.
Thermal expansion of fuel stack reduces the plenum volumes. Reduction of the upper

plenum volume is calculated by

where Lp*, ai.rl V*,o
 are t n e length (m) and volume (m3), respectively, of the upper plenum

in the cold state, and Jh is the differential thermal expansion of the fuel and the cladding (m).
8 is a coefficient that depends on the lower end geometry:

5= l (no lower plenum),

8~ -g- (with lower plenum).

The hot volume of the lower plenum is given by (6.2) with S equals 1/2; that is, when gas
plenum exists at both ends, they are assumed to equally accomodate the fuel stack elongation.

Equation (6.1) is written in the form:

4 <6.3)
Since the gas pressure is uniform all over a fuel rod, (6.3) can be summed over wLole void
volumes. Hence,
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where n is the total gas moles in a rod.
When the cladding has ruptured at an elevation, the gas pressure is instantaneously set

equal to the current external pressure.

6.2 Transient Axial Gas Flow

Transient axial pressure gradient and gas flow occur as a result of sudden change of
local gas temperature or void volume. From the viewpoint of fuel behavior analysis under
LOCA, this effect can be important in connection with the kinetics of ballooning (direct effect
of gas pressure on fuel temperature is negligible). If a fuel rod swells at an elevation, and if
considerable flow resistance exists between the position and the gas plenum, the ballooning
results in reduced local pressure which works as a negative feed-back mechanism for further
deformation. The transient gas flow calculation is made as an input option: unless specified,
instantaneous pressure equilibrium is assumed in each rod as described in 6.1.

With cracked and relocated pellets, actual geometry of gas flow path in a rod is extremely
complex, being composed of pellet-clsdding gap and pellet cracks. To simplify the problem,
however, relocation of cracked pellets is neglected, and the gas is assumed to flow through
the idealized concentric fuel-cladding gap space. This approximation reduces the calculated
flow resistance. The induced error is adjusted by setting a numerical constant so that the
calculated gas flow rate in simulation experiments may fit to the measurement.

The gas flow is assumed to be Poiseulle flow. Molecular gas How rate through an annular
path from axial position i+1 to iis given by

where F is flow rate (moles/s); g and r are the width and midplane radius of the annulus (m),
respectively; P is pressure (Pa); p. is dynamic viscosity (kg/m s); / is the distance between the
two positions (m).

Equation (6.S) transforms to the form:

FR^P^-P? (6.6)
where

ii*I/ ( 6 .7)

Here let the two subscripts i+1 and i indicate two successive axial segments. If we give
the variables in the right-hand side of (6.7) representative values of segment i , then the result-
ant value R/ gives the flow resistance over segment i . The flow resistance between the centers
of segments i+l and i is given by

R&*i=\(B/+R/*i') • (6.8)

Then using R,{i*i, (6.6) can be rewritten as

R&*i'Ft+,,i=PAi-P? (6.9)
where F,-n,, is molecular gas flow rate from segment i + l to « (moles/s).

Gas mole increase in segment * in a given time step At is determined as
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:*« ~fR£-~'\Jt- <6 1 0>
Thus, if the segmeritwise flow resistance is large enough, or the time step size is small enough,
new gas moles hence new gas pressure in each segment is explicitly obtained using the previous-
step pressures.

Such a situation is, however, exceptional: given time step size (which is determined from
the stability of thermal or mechanical calculation) is usually too large to explicitly calculate
inter-segment gas flow. Procedures normally taken to cope with such a numerical instability
is either to redivide the given time step into sub-steps, or to solve the flow equation by implicit
method. In this code, however, neither procedure is taken. It is because gas pressure and flow
calculation in a fuel code is made merely as a step to calculate fuel rod deformation. As stated
before, the time step size given to the gas flow subcode is determined from the stability of
thermal or mechanical calculation. In other words, the step size represents the characteristic
time of heat transfer or rod deformation. Then, the transient gas flow calculation is worth
undergoing only when the characteristic time for gas flow is longer than the thermal or me-
chanical characteristic time. Otherwise, the assumption of instantaneous pressure equilibrium
stated in 6.1 can save running time without affecting the accuracy of calculated fuel tempera-
ture and deformation.

Thus, the policy of FRETA-B is basically to calculate transient gas flow only when the
explicit solution (6.10) does not invite numerical instability under the given time step size. It
can however occur that some axial segments have large enough gap size, while others have nar-
row gaps and make considerable flow barrier between the large-gap zone and the gas plenum.
To generally handle any combination of segmentwise gap sizes, the code monitors the segment-
wise flow resistances and integrates the segments with small resistances into a larger control
volume. Since flow resistance and contained gas moles are additive quantities for serial flow
segments, this procedure can be easily undertaken and leads consistently to the extreme case
of instantaneous pressure equilibrium throughout a rod (Fig. 20).

Quantities determining the numerical stability are time step size, flow resistance and the
gas moles contained in the volume (inventory). An instability factor is defined as follows:

Integration of segments increases the denominator of the /-factor.
First, the gas mole inventory and flow resistance of the lowermost segment, »i and /?/,

are substituted into (6.11) together with the current time step size. If the resultant value is
greater than a limiting value, segment 1 is judged to be unstable by itself and segments 1 and 2
are integrated into a single control volume whose pressure is calculated by (6.4). The limiting
value for / was determined to be 10"7 (MPa)"2 from the experience of test calculations as
a value preventing numerical instability. Then the/-factor is evaluated for the combination
of segments 1 and 2 with added gas moles and flow resistances. This operation is continued
until, by integration of segments 1 to j , the/-factor becomes small enough.

Thus the first integrated control volume has been defined, and integration into the next
volume is started from segment j+1 upward in the same way. The last volume includes the
upper gas plenum. Total number and the composition of the integrated volumes can change
from time step to step.

The gas pressure in an integrated volume Vm is calculated by (6.4) taking ail the axial
segments and their volume elements that belong to Vm. Flow resistances are converted to the
values for.the path between the centers of the integrated volumes. Then (6.5) is applied to
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Fig. 20 Integration of axial sefments into uniform-pretnue zones.

the inter-ir.tegrated volume gas flow, and from the obtained gas mole increase inm in volume
m, new gas pressure is derived as

Pm=bim+inm)R/ L (W ( 6 1 2 )

where the summation is made for all segments that belong to Vm. The pressure Pm is common
to all the segments that belong toVM, so that the new gas inventory in each segment is cal-
culated by

(6.13)

These procedures apply to the gas flow through an idealized concentric gap space. For
considering more realistic complex flow path, (6.5) is rewritten in the form

~H7 (6.14)9 2nRTl

where 5 is the midplane diameter of the flow path, DKis equivalent hydraulic diameter and
Ha is a numerical constant called Hagen number. The present annular flow path case corre-
sponds to the values: D-2r ,DK=2g,Ha=96, where g is radial gap size. The complex flow
path in irradiated fuel is considered by changing the Ha value. According to an out-pile ex-
periment29', the Ha number is greater than 200 for irradiated fuel rod at cold state. The code
leaves the Hagen number for input by user, with a default value of 200.
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7. Code Assessment

Assessment of the code's capability, particularly accuracy check of the analytical results,
has been made through many post-test calculations of various fuel behavior simulation experi-
ments. Some results of these calculations have been published30'"32*.

Model for heat conduction in fuel rod, basic part of the code, was assessed through the
calculations on fuel irradiation experiments with center thermocouples performed in Halden
HBWR reactor. For this assessment, the first startup data were adopted for comparison be-
cause the complex interaction of fuel temperature and fission gas release during long-term
irradiation is completely out of the scope of the code. After determining the standard value
of the relocation factor (factor F in (3.87)) to be 0.1, fuel center temperature for various
design and operation conditions could be predicted to the relative error (with respect to center
temperature minus input coolant temperature) within about 2%. This standard value was also
applicable to fuel rods irradiated in the PBF reactor in INEL (Fig. 21).

Transient fuel temperature calculation was checked using the data on fuel center tempera-
ture response to reactor scram. This check was made through participation to a benchmarking
program performed by the Halden Project. Though the result was not published, the blind test
result by FRETA-B was evaluated by the project to be 'accurate' as other (normal operation)
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Fif. 21 FRETA-B prediction ol fuel center temperatures in irradiation experiments
with fresh fuel rods (ref. 32).
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code results.
The ballooning model was first assessed using out-pile, single-rod ballooning experiment

data. Most of these, have simple experimental conditions: empty cladding tube, containing
fixed gas moles or being pressurized to a constant pressure, is heated directly by electric
current which is controled to achieve nearly constant temperature ramp rate. Therefore, these
experiments were analyzed not by the whole code, but by the mechanical subcode DEFORM
giving the cladding temperature and gas pressure as input values. Under nearly constant tem-
perature ramp rate, 'rupture temperature1, which is defined as the cladding temperature at the
moment of sharp drop of internal-gas pressure, offers a benchmarking for the validity of
mechanical model and creep rate correlation. Some of the results have been published30'
together with the results of more integral analysis of in-pile experiment.

The gas flow model was assessed through the analysis of the post-irradiation gas flow
experiment performed by Dagbjartsson2**. This experiment has been analyzed by Dagbjartsson
himself using the basically same model. Therefore the check calculation was made to reconfirm
his results and to check the consistency of the added segment-integration procedure.

Out of the subcodes for the two rod-surface heat transfer modes, radiative and convec-
tive, the radiative heat transfer subcode was separately assessed through the analysis of a
rod-bundle heat transfer experiment in Hitachi and the result was published31*. On the other
hand, the convective heat transfer calculation was always made as a part of analyses of integral
LOCA simulation experiments. In such integral calculations, consistencies of both thermal and
mechanical results were simultaneously checked.

The LOC-series experiments in the PBF reactor is unique in very rich instrumentation
for coolant conditions. Out of the LOC-series, LOC-11 and 3 experiments were analyzed by
FRETA-B32). Four fuel rods in each experiment were contained in separate shrouds, so that
they were analyzed as single rods. The rich instrumentation enabled the estimation of local
coolant conditions for input of segmentwise boundary condition (MODSHT=5). Therefore
the validity of thermal calculations could be checked in a fairly separated manner for each
subcode in terms of onset of dryout, peak cladding temperature and fuel center temperature
at different periods of an experiment. The calculated ballooning was basically consistent with
the observation.

To check the code capability to handle fuel rod bundle, out-pile multi-rod ballooning
experiment in JAERI was first taken up for analysis, and then the in-pile experiment MT-1
in the NRU reactor (Chalk River) was analyzed. The MT series experiments have used 6X6
rod bundle with removed four corner rods and with one empty tube in the center. These
experiments had no blowdown phase: fuel rods at low power were cooled by steam from the
beginning. The transient was initiated by reducing the steam flow and terminated by the
quench of all rods by reflooding, whose temperature history is shown in Fig. 22.

In this analysis, all necessary input data were not afforded by the published data, so that
some guess of input parameters (for example rod-to-rod power distribution) to 'tune' to the
experimental results was unavoidable. However, the basic agreements with experimental data
obtained for many parameters, i.e. cladding temperature histories of many fuel rods at various
elevations, rod rupture times, final rod expansions and flow channel blockage ratio, justities
the use of minimum number of arbitrary assumptions. The result was published together
with some analyses of out-pile ballooning experiments30* as a proof that out-pile and in-pile
balloonings can be predicted by the same model consistently with thermal analysis.

- Since the expansion of the code into multi-rod two-dimensional version, the greatest
emphasis in the development work has been placed on suppression of running time. This target
was pursued through
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Fig. 22 Meuured tnd cilculited cliddinj tempenturet in NRU MT-1
unpremirized fuel lodi (ref. 30).

1) use of fast-running submodels,
2) automatic time step redivision capability,
3) explicit logic for the whole calculation (for example, fuel rod deformation is reflected

to heat conduction not in the present step but in the next step.),
4) use of local time steps for phenomena that proceeds much faster than others,
5) bypass of subcodes in which the expected state change is negligible,
6) balancing the accuracy of model calculation with the inherent uncertainty in accident

analysis,
and other minor measures.

These measure have certainly served to suppress the running time of FRETA-B. It is
however difficult to quantitatively state the effects because these measures have been strength-
ened keeping step with the expansion of the calculational capability. It is also difficult to give
the running time of an analysis in terms of its external size (total nodes and time span for
analysis) alone. What can be said is that a LOCA simulation experiment with the most complex
bundle geometry performed until now could be analyzed in reasonable running time. The
analysis of the NRU MT-1 experiment mentioned before, which considered the behavior of
17 fuel rods with five axial segments up to 160 s, took about five minutes on the FACOM
M-380 computer. This running time is felt fairly small for the apparent size of the analysis.

However, it must also be pointed out that the cooling condition of the MT-1 experiment
contributed to suppress the running time: it had no blowdown phase and the steam flow was
reduced to nearly zero before reflooding, so that time-consuming coolant enthalpy calculation
could be skipped. Otherwise, the running time would have increased several times.

Considering all these, for a calculation run to be possible within reasonable running time
(routine running is possible in the daytime on most computer systems), a rough figure of the
largest bundle size for analysis would be that number of rods dines number of axial segments
equals about 100 for typical LOCA events. If local coolant conditions are input as boundary
condition, this number would be increased several times, possibly enabling analysis of a half
bundle of 8 X 8 BWR fuel rod bundle. The maximum number of rods is fixed to 17 in the
present FRETA-B code (not variable dimension), but a measure has been taken to enable
expansion into larger number with minimum modifications.
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8. Concluding Remarks

A multi-rod fuel behavior analysis code FRETA-B was developed to analyze the fuel
state changes during accidents, particularly LOCA. The code analyzes heat transfer, cladding
oxidation, gas pressure and deformation in individual rods of a bundle, and also considers the
rod-rod and rod-shroud interactions. Efforts have been made to minimize the increase of
running time due to handling of many fuel rods. The development work was successful in that,
though analysis of a whole PWR or BWR fuel bundle was not possible, the most complex fuel
bundle in LOCA simulation experiments to date could be analyzed with reasonable accuracy.

The above 'reasonable accuracy' means that, in analyzing a simulation experiment,
principal features of the experiment could be consistently reproduced after panunetrically
changing some input variables within the realistic range. This limitation is partly due to inade-
quateness of the FRETA-B code, but is for the greater part due to inherent uncertainties in
defining the boundary conditions of accident conditions even in simulation experiments. For
example, 30 K difference in cladding temperature sometimes brings the difference in cladding
deformation from unvisible swelling to fully developed ballooning with rod-rod contact. Even
if the heat transfer model was elaborated to achieve an accuracy of ± 15 K, how can one define
the coolant condition to assure such an accuracy?

It means that if the code were to be used for fuel behavior analysis of commercial fuel
rod bundle (it is possible if the bundle size is reduced by using structural symmetry rela-
tionship), the calculation should be made principally in the form of parametric study. For
instance, the effect of fuel design changes or minor changes in normal operation condition
(large changes induce the change in entire thermal hydraulic condition) on fuel behavior during
LOCA could be studied by using the code.

If the code were to be used for post-test analysis of a simulation experiment, the user
should take even freer standpoint. Since the empirical correlations used in the FRETA-B
submodels have generally limited applicability, the user should replace some of them on
reasonable grounds with other models to consistently reproduce the essential feature of his
experiment. The authors wish ths code is extensively used as such a 'tool' for analysis.
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Appendix A Input Manual

A1. Definition of Bum** Geometry

(1) Fuel Rod Number and Subchannel Number
For visualization of the descriptions in this section, readers are refered to Fig. 3 of the

main text.
When multiple fuel rods are to be analyzed, those rods must be identified by sequential

numbers. The sequence can be in arbitrary order. In this case, subchannels mutt abo be given
sequential numbers, again in arbitrary order. Even in single rod calculation, subchannel number
is necessary if radiative heat transfer from fuel rod is to be calculated, or if different coolant
conditions are to be considered in four subchannels surrounding the tingle rod.

Each fuel rod is divided into four azimuthal sector*. They mutt be given tequential num-
bers 1 to 4. Sector 1 should be the upper-right lector in each rod, and the tubtequent numbers
be given in counter-clockwise order. Even when a lector of a rod 5s located completely outside
of a symmetry face (it can occur when geometry for analysis is reduced by symmetry relation-
ship as sector 2 of rod 1 in Fig. 3), the sequence must include such a 'unseen' sector.

(2) Fuel Rod Position and Shroud Position
These data are used only for monitoring rod-rod or rod-shroud contact, and for two-

dimensional plotting purposes. Informations necessary for other calculations such as radiative
heat transfer are supplied through other input data. These positional data can therefore be
skipped when the expected fuel rod deformation is smell and two-dimensional plotting is not
required.

Fuel rod position in the square lattice is specified by giving the (x,y) coordinate of their
centers through the array ZAH(I,N) where 1=1 gives x and 1=2 gives y coordinates; N denotes
rod number. Distance is normalized by the rod-rod pitch. For example, two rods with coordi-
nates (0, 1.0) and (1.0, 1.0) are the nearest-neighbors to each other in the lattice. Origin of
the coordinate can be arbitrary, but in the two-dimensional plotting the rod with its center at
(0,0) comes to the left-bottom of the paper.

Shroud position is specified by giving the coordinates of the two ends of a line element in
the transverse cross section, whose total number is specified by the variable NSHRBD. This
information is input through the array SHZAR(I,J,N) where I«l or 2 denotes the (x,y) coordi-
nate as in the fuel rod array; J«l and 2 denote the two ends of the line element whose number
is given by N.

(3) Sequential Number of Face Elements
When radiative heat transfer is to be calculated, or subchannelwise different coolant

states are to be considered, all the face elements in contact with the Cvolant must be given
sequential numbers. The 'face' here includes those imaginary ones such as boundary between
subchannels and symmetry face. The term 'element* is used in such a meaning as that a normal
coolant subchannel is bounded by eight face elements, four out of which are the surfaces of
four surrounding fuel rods and the other four are subchannel boundaries.

All the face elements are grouped into four according to their nature: (a) fuel rod surface,
(b) shroud (structural material) surface, (c) symmetry face, (d) boundary face. The sequence in
each group can be arbitrary, but group (a) must come first and then group (b). In Fig. 3,
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faces 1 to 7 are fuel rod surfaces; 8 to IS are shroud surfaces; 16 to 18 are symmetry faces;
19 to 24 are boundary faces.

(4) Subchannel Type and Local Face Element Index
These data are used in combination with the face element number, and therefore necessa-

ry when radiative heat transfer or subchannclwise enthalpy calculation is required. Infinite
square lattice is simply the repetition of Type IV in Fig. A1. All other types are provided for
simulating the peripheral part of a bundle, or the subchannels intersected by symmetry face.
The face elements forming a subchannel have indices to show the geometrical relationship
between them. For defining bundle geometry, subchannel type must be specified for each
subchannel, and the correspondence between the sequential face number and local face ele-
ment index must be established.

The actual dimensions of the subchannel types in Fig. A1 are determined only by rod-rod
pitch and cladding outer radius. It is assumed that the straight face elements (e.g. index 6 of
Type II, or index 4 of Type V) are located at half-pitch distance from the nearest rod center.
In actual bundle, the external shroud can be located at arbitrary distance from the outermost
rod row. Subchannel types to simulate those situations are not provided.

It can also occur that a test fuel bundle has a special geometry in the periphery not
covered by the subchannel type stock of the code. In such a case, the actual geometry must be
approximated by the combination of the prepared subchannel types, an example of which is
shown in Fig. A2. Discrepancy of the flow area caused by such approximation can be cor-
rected by inputting subchannel flow areas to the array FAREAH(I) in the card group of
TabteA2.

VI

Fig. At Subchannel type* prepared in the code (Roman numerals
are subchannel type numben and Arabic numeral* are
local face element indicet).
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(a) actual geometry (b) approximated geometry

Fif, A2 Approximition of divene teometrlei in the periphery of bundle wing «ib-
channel typet prepared by the code (In thif example, a discontinuity txkta at
the boundary marked by aiteriik. It doea not, however, cause any problem
except for the accuracy of approximation).

A2. Input Card ArrangHnwt

(1) File Requirement
Some calculational results of the code are written on either tentative or permanent discs.

Therefore, discs (o: tapes) must be allocated to the logical machine number (NF in READ{NF),
WRITE(NF)) which is specified in the input cards.
1) files for historical output data storage

Tentative files must be prepared for storage of historical output data. Positions where
such historical data output is made are specified by the array NPRHIS(I) in namelist input
data NAM. The total number of the tentative files must be equal to the number of non-zero
data of NPRH1S. For example, if NPRHIS = 10101, 30501,40S03, 0, 0, , three tentative
files must be prepared and they must be allocated to the logical machine numbers starting
from 50: in this case 50, 51 and 52. At least one file (allocated to 50) is necessary even if
NPRHIS positional data are all zero.
2) file for plotting data storage

If plotting is to be made by other code (off-line plotting), a permanent file must be
allocated to logical machine number 70 for storage of data.
3) file for coolant data input

By option, vo'uminous coolant condition data can be input not from cards but trom
disc or tape. This option is taken when a value other than 0 and 5 is given to the input variable
ICTAPE in namelist NAM. The logical machine number of the file must be equal to ICTAPE
(READdCTAPE)).

(2) Input Data
Input data are grouped into four parts, the last two of which may be skipped depending

on the option. The input cards must be arranged in the following order.
1) tytlecard (18A4)
2) namelist /NAM/

Variables in this namelist are described in Table A1. TaMt A1 classifies these varia-
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bles into nine groups, but it is only for convenience of explanation: variables in this
namelist can be written in arbitrary order.

3) fixed-format cards for bundle geometry definition
Described in Tabte A2. This group can be skipped in the case of single-rod calcula-

tion without radiative heat transfer.
4) fixed-format cards for coolant condition data

These cards are necessary in a special condition (ICTAPE=5) specified in /NAM/.
When ICTAPE ̂ 0 or 5, these cards are replaced by disc or tape which is allocated to
logical machine number ICTAPE, according to the format shown in Tabto A3.

A sample input card image is shown in Table A4.
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T*M*A1 NtmeUrt/NAM/

Name Description Stored
Value

[ GROUP 1 ] Fuel Speci f icat ions (common to a l l
rods)

TEMPd

RFIP

RFOP

RCIP

RCOP

RDISH

ODEPTH

HPELT

ZFUEL

ZCLAD

FRDEN

PITCH

DEQ

FAREA

ROUF

ROUC

Initial fuel temperature (K). Dimensional data
are input at this temperature.

Fuel inner radius (m)

Fuel outer radius (m)

Cladding Inner radius (m)

Cladding outer radius (m)

Dish shoulder radius (m). Axial thermal expan-
sion is calculated at this radius.

Pellet dish depth (m). For one-end dish, negati-
ve value is input.

Pellet height (m)

Pellet stack height (m)

Cladding length (m). Unnecessary when VPLNU0 is
input.

Fuel density (fraction to theoretical density)

Fuel rod pitch (m)

Equivalent hydraulic diameter of the coolant
channel (m). I f zero, calculated from PITCH.

Coolant flow area (m2). I f zero, calculated
from PITCH. (Used for single-rod, 1-D case only.)

Pellet surface roughness (m)

Cladding surface roughness (m)

298.15

0.0

0.0046597

0.0047422

0.0053594

0.0

0.0

0.015

3.6576

0.0

0.95

0.0143

0.0

0.0

4.E-6

2.E-6
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TabtoAl Ntmeliit /NAM/ (Continued)

Name

FRPUO2

MATCLD

COLDU

RHOC

TMELT

Description

Weight fraction of PuO2 in fuel

Cladding material (=2: zry-2, =4: zry-4)

Cold work of cladding (m /m )

Cladding density (kg/m3)

Fuel melting temperature (K)

Stored
Value

0.0

4

0.2

6550.

3073.15

[ GROUP 2 ] Space Mesh Data

NROO

KRADC

NODF

NODS

NDIV

NAXIN

HL(J),J=1,
-NAXIN

Number of fuel rods to be analyzed

Option for two-dimensional calculation. KRADC
must be 1 when 1) radiative heat transfer is to be
calculated, or 2) NROD is not equal 1, or 3)four
coolant subchannels around a single rod have
different states.

Number of radial nodes in fuel pellet

The radial node number at which pellet axial
expansion is to be evaluated. If zero, evaluated
at dish shoulder; if no-dish, evaluated at RFOP/2.

Option for radial mesh.
= 0 : rings with equal thickness
= 1 : rings with equal volume.

Number of axial nodes for pellet stack. Gas
plena are not included. If positive, pellet stack
is equally divided; if negative, segment lengths
are input by HL

Necessary when NAXIN is negative. Lengths of
pellet stack segments from bottom.

1 (<18)

0

4(<6)

0

0

1 (<10)
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T a U t A I Nsunelist /NAM/ (Continued)

Name

NOCHAN

NSURF

NBPOIN

NFORDR

NSYMSF

NSHRBO

ZAH( I .N) 1=1,2
N = l , NROO

Description

Necessary when KRADC is non-zero.

Number of coolant subchannels.

Necessary when KRADC is non-zero. Number of

face elements (includes such imaginary faces as

symmetry face and subchannel boundaries.)

Number of azimuthal nodes in a rod for two-

dimensional ballooning calculation. Either 4, or

12 or 20.

Order of Fourier series for expressing azimuthal

distribution of strains. ( < NBPOIN/2 - 1)

Necessary when KRADC is non-zero and symmetry Is

uti l ized to reduce the geometry. Number of fuel

sectors that are completely outside the symmetry

face(s). Used only for those fuel rods whose

centers are on the symmetry face-.

Necessary when planar shrouds are to be drawn

in two-dimensional plott ing, or when rod-shroud

contact is to be calculated. Number of planar

shroud elements. Here, 'element' means any s t ra i -

ght part of shroud (an eler^nt here can include

several face elements in the subchannel model).

Necessary when two-dimensional plotting is to be

made, or when rod-rod or rod-shroud contact is

to be calculated. Coordinates of fuel rod

centers.

ZAH(l.N) : x-coordinate of rod N

ZAH(2,N) : y-coordinate of rod N

Distance is normalized by fuel rod pitch (PITCH)

and the position (0 .0 , 0.0) comes to the l e f t -

bottom of the paper.

Stored
Value

l ( < 3 0 )

0 (<150)

20

2

0

(<31 )

0

(< 51)
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TabtaAl Namelixt/NAM/ (Continued)

Name

SHZAH(K.I.J)
K = l , 2 , 1=1,2
J = l , NSHRBD

Description

Necessary when NSHRBD is non-zero.
SHZAH(1,1,J) : x-coordinate of an end of shroud

element J
SHZAH(2,l,0) : y-coordinate
SHZAH(1,2,J) : x-cordinate of another end of J
SHZAH(2,2,J) : y-coordinate

Unit and origin is the same as for ZAH.

Stored
Value

[ GROUP 3 ] Rodwise Fuel State

HOXID(K,L,0,N)

K-1,2, L-1,4
J*l.NAXIN
N-l,NR0D

DSWEL(L,J,N)
L=l,4
J=l.NAXIN
N=l ,NR0D

EPSd(K,L,J,N)
K*l,3
L=l,NBPOIN
J=l.NAXIN
N=1 ,NR0D

EPSPO(K,L,J,N)

FRELOC(L.J.N)
L=l,4
J»l,NAXIN
N*1,NROD

Ini t ia l oxide layer thickness of cladding (m).
K*l : inside surface, «2: outside surface.
L is azimuthal sector number; J is axial segment;
N is fuel rod number

In i t ia l displacement of pellet surface at each
node (m). Used for swelling and relocation.

In i t ia l cladding strain at each node (true strain,
dimensionless) K=l: hoop, *2 : axial , -3 : radial

In i t ia l cladding plastic strain (sane as EPS0)

Fractional relocation of pellet fragment

0.0, 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1
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TabtaAl Namelist/NAM/ (Continued)

Name Description Stored
Value

[ GROUP 4 ] Gas Plenum Data

IOPTGF

VPLNUfJ(N)
N-l ,NROD

VPLNL0(N)

GASPRS(N)
N«l,NROD

GASMOL(N)
N - l , NROD

GASMIX(K.N)
K-1,7
N - l , NROD

Option for transient gas flow calculation

(* 0: uniform pressure; - 1 : gas flow calculated)

Upper gas plenum volume (mJ). I f zero, calculated
from the difference of ZFUEL and ZCLAD.

Lower gas plenum volume (m )

Gas pressure at i n i t i a l temperature { N / B 2 ) .
I f zero, calculated from GASNOL

Total gas moles in a fuel rod (mole).

Unnecessary i f GASPRS is non-zero.

Plenum gas composition (K»l: helium, *2: argon
-3: kripton, *4: xenon, «5: hydrogen, -6: a i r ,
-7 : steam) I f a l l (seven) zero values are input
for a rod, the GASMIX values for rod 1 are used.

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0,
6x0.0

[ GROUP 5 ] Time Step and Power Data

TMAX

DT

NTSTP

TVSDT(I.M)
1=1,2
M - l , NTSTP

Time span for analysis (end time - start time) (s)

Uniform time step size (s).
Unnecessary when the size is time-dependent. I t
is not advisable to use a size greater than 2 s.

Length of TVSDT (time step size vs. tine) table.
I f zero, uniform step size DT is used.

Time step size table. TVSDT(l.M): time (s)
TVSDT(?,M); step size (s)

Linear interpolation is made between time N and
Mtl (same for a l l the arrays of this type).

0.0

1.0

0 (< 51)
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TabteAl Nunelist/NAM/ (Continued)

Name

DTSFMX

POWER(J(N)
N » l , NROD

NPOWER

POWER(I.M)
1 = 1 , 2
M * l , NPOWER

FRTPW(L.N)
L = l , 4
N = l , NROD

NRPOW

FRPDR(I ,K)

1=1,2
K = l , NRPOW

RSCR M

Description

Maximum allowable temperature jump (pellet and

cladding surfaces) in a time step (K). I f DTSFMX

is exceeded, time step is re-divided.

Average linear heat rating at time zero (W/m)

Length of POWER (relat ive power vs. time) table.

I f NPOWER >0, POWER must be input.

NPOWER' - 1 , ANS+20% table for LOCA is used.

NPOWER- - 2 , ANS table plus delayed fission

heat.

Relative power history table. Omit i f NPOWER* 0.

POWERO.M):- time (s)
P0WER(2,M): relative power

Common to a l l fuel rods. POWER(l.l) should be

zero ( i n i t i a l power). Average linear heat rate

of rod N at M-th period is given by POWER0(N) x

P0WER(2,H).

Azirauthal power fraction. Given for four sectors

in each rod. Unnecessary for uniform case.

Length of FRPDR (radial power distribution) table.

I f zero, uniform heat generation.

Radial power distribution

FRPDR(l.K): radius (m)

FRPDR(2,K): relative power(normalization is
unnecessary)

FRPDR data can be given at arbitrary radii in

increasing order.

Scram reactivity. Necessary when NPOWER* - 2 .

Stored
Value

6.0

40000.0

0 (< 104)

4 x 1.0

0 (< 53)

0.03
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T*faUA1 Nimdist/NAM/ (Continued)

Name

FAPPO(J)
J=l, NAXIN

Description

Axial power distribution (relative value, normali-
zation is unnecessary)

Stored
Value

1.0

[ GROUP 5 ] Coolant Condition Data

MODSHT

NCPRS
NMFL

NHIN

NHOT

NHAV

TVCPRS(I.M)
1=1, 2
M=l, NCPRS

Option for setting boundary condition in thermal
calculation

MODSHT » 1: cladding temperature is input,
2: uniform coolant enthalpy is

input,
3: inlet (or outlet) enthalpy is

input,
4: coolant temperature and heat

transfer coefficient are input,
5: enthalpy is input at multiple

axial nodes.

Length of TVCPRS (coolant pressure vs. time table).
Length of TVMFL (mass flux table). Unnecessary
when MODSHT is 1 or 4.

Length of TVHIN (inlet enthalpy table). Necessary
when MODSHT is 2, or 3 or 5.

Length of TVHOT (outlet enthalpy table).
Necessary only when MODSHT is 3 and the coolant
flow can be reversed.

Length of TVHAV (average enthalpy table).
Necessary when MODSHT is 2.

Coolant pressure history table
TVCPRS(l.M): time (s)
TVCPRS(2,M): coolant pressure (N/mZ)

2

1 (<101)
1 (< 101)

0 {< 101)

0 (< 101)

0 (<101)
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TablaAl NimeKrt/NAM/ (Continued)

Name

TVMFL(I.M)
M-l, NHFL

TvHIN(I.M)
1-1. 2
M-l, NHIN

TVHOT(I.H)
M-l, NHOT

TVHAV(I.M)
M-l, NHAV

TIMREF

NVIN

TVSVIN(I.H)
1-1,2
H-l, NVIN

NQUEN

TVQUEN(I,M)
1-1,2
M-l, NQUEN

NTVSCT

Description

Coolant mass flux history (axiaily uniform)
TVNFL(l.K): time (s), TVMFL(2,M): mass flux(kg/mZs

Coolant inlet enthalpy history. Rigorous value 1s
required when MODSHT is 3; when NODSHT 1s 2 or 5,
this data is used only for subcooled critical
heat flux.
TVHIN(l.M): time (s), TVHIN(2,M): enthalpy (J/kg)

Coolant outlet enthalpy history. Necessary when
MODSHT Is 3, and rigorous value 1s required only
for the flow reversal periods.
TVHOT(l.M): time (s), TVH0T(2,M): enthalpy (J/kg)

Coolant average enthalpy history. Necessary when
MODSHT is 2. Similar to TVHIN and TVHOT.

Reflood initialtion time (s). Ignore if reflood
heat transfer is not to be calculated. Reflood
calculation can be made only with MODSHT - 3.

(Reflood calculation) Length of TVSVIN (reflood
rate table).

(Reflood calculation) Reflood rate history.
TVSVIN(l.M): time (s)
TVSVIN(2,M): reflood rate (m/s)

(Reflood calculation) Length of TVQUEN (quench
front elevation table). If zero, quench front is
calculated using FLECHT correlation.

(Reflood calculation) Quench front history.
TVQUEN(l.M): time (s), TVQUEN(2,M): quench front
position from stack bottom (m)

Length of TVSCT (boundary condition table for
MODSHT -1 or 4 or 5). Ignore if MODSHT -2 or 3.

Stored
Value

1.0E5

0 (<51)

0 (<51)

0 (<S1)
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TaMtAI Nuneliit/NAIf/ (Continued)

Name

MINTPC

JCCND(I)
1*1, N
(N <NAXIN)

TVSCT(I.M)
M*l, NTVSCT

Description

Necessary when NTVSCTj1 0, hence when MODSHT*!, 4,
or 5. Unnecessary if thermal boundary conditon
data are input at every axial segment.
MINTPOO: when boundary condition data are input

at selected axial segments, the condi-
tion of an unspecified segment is set
equal to the next (upper) specified
segment.

MINTPO1: condition of unspecified segment Is
determined by interpolation from upper
and lower specified segments.

Necessary when NTVSCTyo, and used 1n combination
with MINTPC. Specifies the axial segments for
which boundary condition data are to be Input.
JCCND array must end with NAXIN ( top end segment)

[ex.] JCCND - 1, 3, 6 (>NAXIN)

Thermal boundary condition data. Necessary when
MODSHT*1, 4, or 5, and used in different meanings
depending on the NODSHT value. Following abbrevi-
ations are made for explanation: t^time (s)
T£- cladding surface temperature (K), Tc» coolant
temperature, h* heat transfer coefficient {W/mZ K)
p* coolant pressure (N/m2), G- mass flux (kg/m2 s),
H= enthalpy (J/kg).
when MODSHT * 1
TVSCTO.l)* t,
TVSCT(2,1)» Ts — at OCCND(l)

TVSCT(n+l,l}« Ts — at JCCND(n) («NAXIN)
TVSCT(1,2) » t2

TVSCT(2,2) * Ts — at JCCND(l)
TVSCT(n+l,2)? T s — at JCCND(n)

Stored
Value

0

1. 2. 3.
4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9,
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TabtaAl NuneUit/NAM/ (Continued)

Name

TVSCT(I,M)
(continued)

ICTAPE

when MODSHT -

TVSCT(l.l)
TVSCT(2,1)
TVSCT(3,1)
TVSCT(4,1)
TVSCT(5,1)

Description

4

* *1

" Tc"| —atJCCND(l)

" T c l — a t JCCHD(2)
-h )

TVSCT(2n,l)-Tc1 ... ,t JCCN0(n)
TVSCT(2n+l,l) - hj

TVSCT(1,2)
TVSCT(2,2)

when MODSHT -

" *2
"Tc

5 ( If ICTAPE>«0., TVSCT data can

be input not here but at the end by fixad-

format).
TVSCT(l.l) •

TVSCT(2,1) •
TVSCT(3,1) >
TVSCT(4,1) •
TVSCT
TVSCT
TVSCTI

5,1) •
6,1) •
7.1) •

• t 1

' P *»
' G — at JCCND(I)
' H J
' P 1
• G — at JCCND(2)
• H J

TVSCT(3n-l,l) - p — at JCCND(n)

TVSa{1.2) >
TVSCT(2,2) >

Used when M0DSH1

c p

«5. When large amount of TVSCT
data mist be input, they can be input either at

the end or from
ICTAPE-O:

*5:

•30:

disc in fixed format.
TVSCT is input here (namelist NAN)
TVSCT is input at the end in fixed

format by card,
same as ICTAPE-5, but by disc
or tape through logical machine
number 30 (READ(30)).

Stored
Value

0
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TabltAI Namelixt/NAM/ (Continued)

Name

ICHSUM

Description

Used when H0DSHT»3. Option for coolant enthalpy
calculation.

'0: all subchannels are at the same condition,
'1: heat balance In each subchannel Is

Independently calculated.

Stored
Value

0

[GROUP 7 ] Miscellaneous Data

ICNTCT

TLOWfW

RATENW

COEFMW(I)

W.2

HAINP

I1DIM

Specifies the pellet-clad contact condition at
time zero.

•0: no effect,
•1: contact condition Is anticipated at time

zero and careful setting of Initial condi-
tion 1s made by the code.

Lowest temperature that metal-water reaction Is to
be calculated (K).

Metal-water reaction heat (J/kg-Zr)

Metal-water reaction rate contants (weight gain)
w*« COEFMW(l) exp[-COEFMH(2)/RT]
unit: (kg-Zr)2/m4s, cal/mole

Hagen number for axial gas flow calculation

Option for ax1symmetric temperature calculation
used when the conditon Is axisymmetric in single-
rod calculation for saving calculation time.

=0: r-e 2-dimensional, -1: axisymmetric

0

973.15

6.512E6

1.13E-6
3.59E4

200.0

0
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TaWtAI Nuneust/NAM/ (Continued)

Name Description Stored
Value

[ GROUP 8 ] Lineprinter Output Control
Three subroutines PRIN2D, PRINT1 and PRINT2 are provided

for printout whose functions are:
PRIN2D: outputs the results at specified time steps

in all sectors, axial segments and rods
(possible to cut unnecessary data).

PRINT1: supplementary to PRIN2D. Used to printout
the axial (or radial) variation of selected
arrays 1n selected rods (one sector 1n
each rod).

PRINT2: History table of Important variables at
selected positions (about 200 periods are
recorded automatically ).

KTSS

NTPRIN

TPRINT(I)
1-1.NTPRIN

IPRND(L,J,N)
L-1,4
J'l, NAXIN
N«l, NROD

LPRNTl(N)
N«l, NROD

IPRCAT(I)
1-1. 7

If MTSS-1, Initial cold condition printout is
skipped. (Input card Image is always output).

Total number of printout periods with PRIN2D and
PRINT1 (length of TPRINT table)

Printout time (s)

Flag for PRIN2D printout. If zero, output
at that position 1s skipped.

Positional flag for PRINT! output. If zero, no
PRINT1 output is made for the rod; if 1, 2, 3, or
4, printout 1s made for the corresponding fuel
sector in the rod. Must not be greater than 4.

Flag to specify the array set to be output in
PRINT1. If zero, printout 1s not made. 8y 1
to 7, following data sets are provided:

0

1 ( < 51)

1

0

6x0, 1
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Tabl<A1 Nameliit /NAM/ (Continued)

Name

IPRCAT(I)
(continued)

KPRHIS

NPRHIS(I)
1*1,10

Description

1*1 to 7 correspond to the following data sets:
1*1: time, power, tine step size etc.,
*2: center and surface temperatures of pellet

and cladding, surface heat flux etc.,
*3: coolant conditions,
*4: variables related to gap heat transfer,
*5: stress and strain of cladding,
«6: fuel rod dimensions,
•7: radial temperature distribution.

[ex.] If NROD-3, LPRNTl»0.0,4, and
IPRCAT-3x0,1,3x0, then only the gap states
of sector 4 of rod 3 are output In all
axial segments by PRINT1.

Specifies the variables sets to be output in
PRINT2 history table:

'0: power, temperature and thermal variables,
•1: power, dimension, stress, strain.

Specifies the positions that PP.IMT2 output is to
be made. NPRHIS data are also used to specify
the positions of historical plot. Each NPRHIS
value must be given as an integer determined by

NPRHIS(I)= NxlCOOO + JxlOO + L
where N is rod number, I is axial segment, and
L 1s sector numbev. PRINT2 output is made at
max. 10 positions.

Stored
Value

0

10x0

[ GROUP 9 ] Plot Specifications
Two subroutines for plotting are provided:

FTPLOT: history graph type plotting, whose position Is
specified by NPRHIS in group 8.
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T a b h A t Nameliit/NAM/ (Continued)

Name Description Stored
Value

PL2D : two-dimensional plotting. It produces a cladding
deformation map of all rods at the specified
elevation of the bundle and specified time. Rod
surface temperatures are indicated on the map.

IPLOT

NTPLOT

TPLOTN(I)
1-1.NTPLOT

IP12DJ(I)
I-l.K

(K< NAXIN)

IPLOTM(I)
1*1, 15

Option for plotting. (-0: no plot, =1: plot)

Total time periods that PL2D plotting is made.

Time periods that PL2D plotting Is to be made.

Axial segment numbers that PL2D plotting is made.
=0: no plot
»J: plot at segment J with rod surf, temperature
*-J: plot at segment J without temperature.

Flags to specify the variable for FTPLOT plot
(=0: no plot, =1: plot , »-l: plot on the previous
plot). 1*1 to 15 correspond to the following y-
axis variables (x-axis is time).
1=1: linear heat rating (M/m)
=2: cladding outer surface temperature (K)
=3: cladding inner surface temperature (K)
=4: pellet outer surface temperature (K)
=5: pellet inner surface temperature (K)
=6: coolant temperature (K)
=7: coolant quality
=8: heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
=9: cladding hoop strain
=10: cladding plastic hoop strain
=11: cladding plastic axial strain
=12: fuel rod gas pressure (N/m )
=13: coolant pressure (N/m )
=14: critical heat flux (W/mZ)
=15: surface heat flux (W/m2)

0

0 (< 51)

0

15x1
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TabteAl Namditt /NAM/ (Continued)

Name

WXAX

WYAX

TBLX(K)
K-1,3

TBLY(K.I)
K-l, 3
1=1, 15

MPTAP

Description

Length of x-axis in FTPLOT history plot (mm)

Length of y-axis (mm)

K-l: minimum value of x-axis (s),
-2: maximum value of x-axis (s),
-3: scale Interval {s).

Specifies y-ax1s in a similar way with TBLX.
Index I corresponds to the variables of IPLOTM(I).
Stored values are (units shown for IPLOTM):

K;l K;2 K;3
I- 1 0.0 6.0E4 1.0E4
I' 2 to 5 0.0 2500. 500.
I- 6 200. 800. 100.
1-7 0.0 1.0 0.2
1= 8 0.0 8.0E4 2.0E4
I- 9 to 11 0.0 0.05 0.01
1-12 to 13 0.0 2.0E7 6.0E6
1-14 to 15 0.0 1.0E7 2.0E6

Used when the historical output data are to be
stored in disc or tape for off-line plotting. If
zero, no effect. If non-zero, data storage is
made by HRITE(HPTAP), so that a file must be
allocated to logical machine number of MPTAP.
When MPTAP f 0, all the variables (1-1 to 15) are
stored regardless of the IPLOTM input values, but
the positions are specified by NPRHIS(I) of group 8

Stored
Value

150.0

200.0

0., 50.,
10.,

70
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Table A2 Fixed-Format Cud Group 1 Bundle Geometry Data

Necessary when KRADC = 1, and put after namelist NAM cards.

Column

1

4

11

16

46

51 •

- 3

- 10

- 15

- 20

- 50

- 60

(El 0.3)

1 -

4 -

7 -

10 -

13 -

(

i.

6

9

12

15

16 -20

1 -

4 -

Variable

Card 1

Description

Channel Data (NOCHAN cards are successively input.)
Soecifies from which faces each subchannel is composed (sur-
rounded).

ITYP(I)

ISUF(1,

ISUF(2,

ISUF(8,

I)

I)

I)

FAREAH(I)

:ard 2

NSF1

blank

MATER

IROD(1

IR0D(2

EMISSF

Card 3

3

• 6

NSF1

NSF2

comment field

channel type

sequential (whole bundle) face number for local face Index

1 of subchannel I

sequential face number for local face index 2

sequential face number for local face Index 8

subchannel flow area (m ). If zero, calculated by the code.
Used for correction of the approximated bundle geometry.

Fuel Rod Surface Element Data (One card for each face element
in order of face element sequential number)

,D

sequential face number of face element I

must be 2, which shows that the element is rod surface.

fuel sector number that the element I belongs to.

fuel rod number that ^he element I belongs to.

emmissivity of face I (F5.0)

Shroud Surface Element Data

One card describes a group of face elements with the same
property and with continuous sequential numbers.

sequential face number of the first face of the group

sequential face number of the last face of the group
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Tibte A2 Fixed-Format Card Group 1 (Continued)

Column

7 - 9

10 - 12

13 - 15

16 - 20

21 - 30

31 - 70

Variable

MATER

IROD(l.I)

blank

EMISSF

SHRTBL(l.I)

SHRTBL(L.I)

L-2, 5

Description

must be 1, which shows that the element is shroud surface.

shroud type of group I elements.
=0: shroud temperature is set equal to that of coo7ant,
=1: no heat flow across shroud (heat capacity only)
=2: heat flow across shroud (used for periphery).

emmissivity of the face element group (F5.0)

necessary when IROD(1,I)=1 or 2. SHRTBL(l.I) = p Cp d
where p is density (kg/m ); C is specific heat (J/kg); d
is thickness (m). (E10.4)

necessary only when IROD(1,I)= 2. (4E10.4)
SHRTBL(2,I) = d ; (3,1) = thermal conductivity (W/m K)

(4,1) = external coolant tempearature (K)
(5,1) = heat transfer coefficient to external coolant

(W/m2 K)

Card 4 Imaginary Face Element Data
Normally two cards are necessary: one for boundary faces and
the other for symmetry faces. Whichever of the two may come
first if it has younqer sequential numbers.

1 - 3

4-6

7 - 9

NSF1

NSF2

MATER

sequential number of tlie first (boundary or symmetry) face
element

sequential number of the last face element of the group.

=0 for symmetry face (group); =3 for boundary face.

Card 5 Symmetry Relationship Data Omit if NSYHSF=O.

FORMAT(16(I3..2I1)), (NSYMSF/16 + 1) cards a-e necessary.

2-3

4

5

ISYMSF(1,1)

ISYMSF(2,T)

ISYMSF(3,1)

rod number (located on symmetry face)

fuel sector number completely outside the symmetry face.

fuel sector number with which ISYMSF(2,1) is symmetrical.
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Tabta A3 Fixed-Format Card Group 2 Coolant Condition Data

This group of cards is necessary when MODSHT « 5 and 1CTAPE » 5 or 30. When
ICTAPE « 5, the following data are input by cards; when ICTAPE » 30, they are in-
put by disc or tape from logical machine number 30 according to the same format.

Card

1

1-1

1-2

. . .

1-n

2

2-1

_._

m

m-n

Format

E10.4

3E10.4

3E10.4

3E10.4

El 0.4

3E10.4

E10.4

Variable

TVSCT(l.l)

TVSCT(2,1)
TVSCT(3,1)
TVSCT(4,1)

TVSCT(5,1)
TVSCT(6,1)
TVSCT(7,1)

TVSCT(3n-l,l)
to

TVSCT(3n+1,1)

TVSCT0.2)

TVSCT(2,2)
to (4,2)

TVSCT(1,m)

TVSCT(3n+l,m)

Description

time (s) ( f i rs t data point)

coolant pressure (N/m2) f i p s t flxial b 1 o c k

mass flux (kg/m* s) (JCCND(l))
enthalpy (J/kg)

pressure (N/m2)
.*.<•* *i..» n,n/m2 e i second axial block
mass flux (kg/m s) (JCCND(2))
enthalpy (J/kg)

pressure, mass flux, enthalpy top block

(JCCND(n))

time (s) (second data point)

pressure, mass flux, enthalpy (JCCND(l))

time (s) (last data point m=NTVSCT)

enthalpy (J/kg) (JCCND(n))
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TabltA4 Sample input card image
(The bundle geometry of this sample problem is based on Fig. 3)

CARD NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.

10.
11.
12.
IS.
14.
15.
16.
17.
IB.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

5 4 7
.5 0 5 0 5 O.

1 2 3 4
5 0 S O S 0 5 0

//JCLG JOS
// EXEC JCLG
//SYSIN DO DAT»,DLN.1*+>

// JUSEft 84742179,MA.UCHIDA,0937.200
W.I T.6 C.6 P.O 1.4

GRP
OPTP MSCCLASS-0
OPTP PASSWORD*1BS18

/•JOSPARM S-SYSC
/ / EXEC FORTHE,SO*J2179.FRE2S,A''ELH<*),N0S,FLAGCW)',REGION-150OK
/ / EXEC LKEDCT,LM»J2179.FRBLB3T,GRLIB«PNL,UNIT"TSSWK
/ / EXEC LMG0,LM-J2179.FRBL83T,0BSIZE«137
/ / EXPAND GRNLP
/ / EXPAND DISK,DDN«FT50F001\ (two I1U> for two non-x«ro va luu
II EXPAND DISK,DON.FT51F001J of KMtHIS)
/ / EXPAND 0ISK,0l>N*FT7OFOOl (a f l u for plotting data)
//SYSIN DO «
SAMPLE PROBLEM WITH H00SHT*3 AND WITH REFLOOOING
(NAM HPELT*O.00953, ZFUEL-2.743, ZCLAO-2.943,
GASPRS*2*3.2E6, P0MERO-1553.O, 1412.0,
RFOP-0.00415, RCIP-O.004205, RCOP-0.004815, RDISH»O.,PITCH*0.0127,
TMAX-90., DTSFMX-2S.0, MTSS>1 TIMREF.50.,
NOCHAN-6, NR00*2,NSURF*24,NAXlN«-5,NeP0IN"20,NVlN«l,N0UEN«0,
NRP0W«0,NCPRS*l,NMFL*2,NHlN»l,NH0T«l, NTSTP-5,
NP0UER-l,NTPRIN-2, MODSHT-3, NSHRBO-J, NFOROR-6,
NPRHIS-10302, 10402, 8«0, LPRNT1-2, 2,
KPRINT*01,KPRHlS>0,ICNTCT«0,KRADC'l,NSVMSF*lr IPRCAT'6tO,l,
IPLOT.l, 1PLOTM-15«O, IPLDTM(3)'l, IPLSOJ-2,3,4, NTPLOT-3,
WXAX>180., WYAX-140., TBLX'O.O, 180., 20.,TBLY(1,3)-500., 1200., 100.
ZAH<2.0, 2.0, 1.0, 2.0, SHZAH-2.5,2.5, 0.5,2.5, 0.5,2.5, 0.5,0.5,
FAPPO«O.864,1.259, 1.224, 0.918, 0.554,
HL«0.909, 0.534, 0.S33, 0.534, 0.233,
TPL0TN«60., 70., 80., TPRINT*60., 80.,
TVCPRSxO., 2.76E5, TVMFL«9.,97., 10.,1.0, TVH0T*0.,5.E6,
TVHIN.O., 2.824E6, TVSV1N>SO., 0.051, POUEK-0.,1.0,
I P R N D : 6 1 2 S O , I P R N D ( 1 , 2 , 1 > < 1 2 > 1 , IPRND<1,2,2><12>1,
TVSDT.B.0,1.0, 8.99,0.10, 10.0,0.10, 15.0,1.6, 20.0,2.0,
FREL0CU,l,l)*1.0,3«0.0, 1.0,3*0.0, 1.0,3*0.0, 1.0,3*0.0,
FREL0CCl,l,2)<2*0.,1.0,3*0.0, 1.0,3*0.0, 1.0,3*0.0, 1.0,3*0.0, 1.0,0.

tEND
CHI 1 1 19 16 11
CH2 2 21 2 4 19 20 12
CH3 6 5 20 22 13
CH4 3 7 21 23 3 8 17
CH5 2 23 5 9 22 24 It
CH6 \ 10 24 IB 15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6 10

11 15
16 18
19 24

124

1 0.75
1 0.75
2 0.75
2 0.75
2 0.75
2 0.75

0.75
0.3

(subchannel data)

• (face cleawnt data)

31000. 0.015 15.0 523. 1 000.

- (syMetry relationship)

5 0 5 0 S O S 0 5....0 S 0 5....0

...5 0
00000100
00000200
00000300
00000400
00000500
00000600
00000700
00000800
00000900
00001000
00001100
00001200
00001300
00001400
00001500
00001600
00001700
00001800
00001900
00002000
00002100
00002200
00002300
00002400
00002SOO
00002*00
00002700
00002800

,00002900
00003000
00003100
00003200
00003300
00003400
00003500
00003600
00003700
00003800

,00003900
00004000
00004100
00004200
00004300
00004400
O0004SO0
00004600
00004700
00004800
00004900
00005000
00005100
00005200
00005300
00005400
00005500
00005600
00005700
00005800
00005900
00006000

5 0
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Appendix B Sample Output

An example of FRETA-B output is shown in Table B1. Single rod calculation was select-
ed for minimizing the amount of output pages. Subroutines PRIN2D and PRINT2 (see Table
A1) were used.

Tabto B1 Sample output

HALBEN iHUrtOWH TEMPERATURE RESPONSE CBS KOI, M0*SHTO>

• INPUT VALUES IRAN) i

COL* STATE TEMPERATURE Of PVEL NO*
FUEL INNER RAI1US (AT TEMP*)
FUEL WTBR RABlUS (AT TEMPO)
CLAt INNER RA»IUS <AT TBHPB)
CIA* •UTflR RAtlUS (*T TCRPB>
PELLET rtllCHT 4AT TCHPBt

LEHTM OP PUIL NOR CAT TBNP«>
PELLIT tlStt »EPTH (AT TEMP*)
PELLET B1SH tHOULIIN RADIUS CAT TIHPOI
FRACTIONAL PUEl IENIITT TO TMIORITltAl ttRBITf
ROD PITCH
•BIVALENT IIAHETBR
COOLANT PLtV AREA
fUlL SURFACE ROUIHREII
C L A I I I N I SURFACE ROMHNItt

WIIGNT PRACTIM Of P W *
OPTION FOR CLRDB1NB RATERIAL
COLD WHIR
PILLCT HELT1M TEMPERATURE
CLAM I H I »EN11TV

RO»t 1) IATA
PLERim VOLVME ( V M M )

(LOVER)
PLENUM TEMPERATURE
•AP GAS PRESSURE <AT TEMPO)
IAS ROLES IN «AP AMI PLENUM CAT TEMPB>

MLI « i COMPOSITION
^ MOLE FNRCT1OK HELIVH

HOLE FRACTION ARGON
MOLE FRACTION KRYPTON
MH.E FRACTIM I f N t N
MLB fNACTIfN tOHHHER
MOLE FRACTION AIR
MOLE FRACTION HATER VAKHt

S.tSOE-OSC M )
».3tQE-03C ft t
i . icoe-oir N t

0.U1DC M >
l.ODOOC M t

0.0 [ I I I
0.0 I I I

O.flOQOCMACIlOir)
1.BI0E-0II M |
1.3ttt-OI( N )

t .OOOt-Olt N )

O.QDlBIBS<HOLtS)

0.100DODO
0.0
0.0
o.voooooo
0.0
0.0
0.0

TCNPO
RFIP
Rrop

RCDP
NPELT

•irun

RBISH

PITCH
• It
FARE*
ROUt
ROUC

MATCLB
COLBU
TNtLT
• HOC

VPLNLB
TPLIN
GASPRS

GASMOL

GASNItd

GASMUC3:

GASNItCS:
GASKIRCB)
GASNIIt7>

MUMCER OF CHANHF.L 1
NUMRER OF OOP 1
TOTAL DUMBER Of SOLID FACE ELEMENT D
NUMBER Or AKIAL NOBES 3
NUMBER OF NOSES IN FUEL S
NUMBER OF NDBE IN CLADDING 1
NDBE NUMBER rOR CALC. AIIAL ELOHCATlOH 3
OPTION rod rUEL RABIAL MESH t ' O : E t U I t l S T . , * ! : EBUIVOL.) 0
NtfffftR OP ClKtmnMHtUL N M I WHt FOR M l LOOK I M CAL. »

NUMBER Of rUEL SECTOR OUTSIBE THE PARTIAL BUMBLE 0

INITIAL TINE OF TRANSIENT CALCULATION B.ttBECDNBl)
THE BURATIOR OF THE TRANSIENT JO.OBttEO
THE REKUBBINS TIME lOOOBB.BOttEC)
TINE STEP SIZE l.OOSE-Blf SEC 1
I t M t l OP TIM-TIME STEP SUB PAIRt t

NUMBER OP TINE^OWEXfLINEAR HEAT NATE) PAIR! * *
INITIAL POWER (LINEAR HEAT AATEt FOR « » ( l ) <«'H1

ACCIHHILATEB tURRUP UP TO START TINE rOR RO»tI) (HWB'Kfiu)
0.0

NUMBER Or RABIUS-POWER FRACTION PAIRS *.
RABIAL KWER PftOFILEfPAIRS OF RABIUS ANB POHER rRACTION)

0.0 . 1 . 0 * 0 0 * t.T'BE-BS.t.tSSBB 3.S3TE-*3 r1.3B0*0 S .3» I -0J , l .S?0O0
CIRCUNrERENTlAL POWER M0F1LE F0» R0BC1)
1.000 l.OOO 1.000 1.000
SCRAN REASTIVITV 0.030B0

OPTION rDR SETTING THE BOWNBABV CQNBITIOR 3
NUMBER Or TIME-COOLANT *KESSIHIE PAINS 2
NUMBER Or TIRE-MKSS FLU1 PAIRS *
NUMBER Or TIME-INLET CNTHALPT PAIRS 3
NUMBER Or TIME-OUTLET ENTHALPY PAIRS 2
NUMBER Or TIME-AVERABE ENTMAI.PV PAIRS D
NUMBER Or TIHC'COOLANT CONBUIM(TVSCT> PAIRS 3
INTERPOLATION OPTION rOR COOLANT INPUT BATA 1
UNIT NUMBER rOR COOLANT BATA REAtfaO.NAHILtST INPUT) 0

TRANSIENT GAS F L O H HOBBL C>1. .0N> • O . . O F t ) (i
TVD BIMENSIORAL RABIATION CALCULATI0N(-1.0R.*O.0FFt 0
ONE BtHENHONAl CALCULATION rLAC(*1.0Np-O.QFFt 0
PCI CALCULATION AT INITIAL STEP ( • » . . ( H t , O . , 0 m }

LOWER LIMIT TEMPERATURE FOR METAL WATER REACTION V73.1»(*EC.«1
REACTION HEAT JtATE BT METAL MATER PBACT10N •SIZOOB.OtJ/Rft . l tR. l

U • CQErMtMt>*EXP<-CQEfMtM»MR*Tl ) 0.4000D
33*00.00

COEFrtCIENT HA FOR TRANSIENT FLOW CALCULATION 200.0
PELLET THERMAL EIPANS10N HOBEL 1
OPTION 'OR COOLANT ENTKALPT CALC.<**.AV..-1.E>CM) 0
RELOCATION *ACTOR *ISP*L»RELOCU<RCI-RF0> l.ODO

PAGEC it
NOCHAN
NROO
«SURF
WAV IN
«DOF
WOBC
NOBS
NtIV
NBPS1D
NrORkR
NSTNSF

POWEROt!)

BuRNOtl)

FRTPV(«.I)

RSCRN

KHll
NH01
NHAI
• IV

lOPTtf
KRABC
I1BIR
1CNTCT

TLOVflV
RATEMU

tot**-in

WAINP
MOREIF-
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Table B1 Sample output (Continued)

HALOEN SKUTODMN TEMPERATURE RESPONSE <Rl MO* H4HHNT>1>
OPTION ten MINT W T l > 0 1 C P N l R » > M > , - 1 0 f m i l U - M J
HUMES OP PRINT M T T I M
WUKIEN OF PLOT OUT TIK<PL2t>

PftSEI 5/
KPRINT
MTPRIM
NTPLOT

OPTION FOR PLOT OUTPUT ( • ! . . O N , O . . O F F )

CLADDINt STRESS-STRAIN FUNCTION
SKIP INPUT M T * LIST PRINT C-1.T[|,*O.HO1
OPTION FOR DERUtCtMf

KCRITH
XtTRAN

IAL ttOlt NO.

• • • • • TIM I I N H I I T VRRIMill «••••
P0H1R RATIO VI TINE NNVIRC «)»nWIR F«HIR(Wfll» •nWIMCIUMXPtVIRU)

TIKI lilt) -I»I.MM •1H.NN • • • *.PtM I .MM »,HH
POUER RATIO C.t l.M t.» «.t* t.M i.tt

NNFL C 2]rTVNfL
TINE fSECl 0.0 S0.O0M

KSS FLUKKt/IIZ-Sl ZS00.40 2100.00

tNLET CNTHALPT NHiN C 2)rTVHIN
TINE tSECl 0.0 30.0000

ENTHALPT CJ/XE) 1040000.0 10*0000.0

ENTHALPY NHOT ( J),TWHOT
TIME tUC) 0.0 31.0000

ENTHALPT <J/KB> 1040000.0 1040000.0
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Sample output (Continued)

KM.0EN SHUT»OW TEPWMATIME RESPONSE (»S US* .

[HE 0.0 CSECMM)

R » ROD
MO. M M *

<W/H)

n.tmm TEHMRATMRC PLENUM vatwtc
WPPCt IWt l KWH tDVER
(»EI.K> Cill.K) <M*«3> <M*O!

CMLANI C l

AltAL CHAN

M. H.

1
1
3

DIITION

. CBhANT

CMI.Kt

1 It4.«
i ii*.ai
1 114.«

2B*M.
2aaM.iaaM.
IHH.
IHM.
IHM.
IMM.
IMM.
2 M M .
laaH.
IHM.
ZMM.

IATH.
Tlttf.

<*M.C>

su.ai

sulas

1937^24
ts».4a
iszi.ta
tsxr.is

isir.ia
1119.44
iixr.41
1JJF.17

CtXMI

utm
iamu.
iMina.
larrm.

MS.ra
M».l*
MS.tl
asi.ai
•SS.S4
«*t.*4
•SI.42
•41.IS
MS.II

MS'lS

rtia
PRACT1M

• . 1 1 1 *
• .1S*4
• .4*42

iTft.M
S7S.M
srr.ts
srs.si
srt.si
J71.lt
STt.M
sri.f*
irr.n
srs.r*
srr.14

• .MSI
•••114
a.aiat

S3

S3
S3
S3
S3

sx
13
11
1X1
IX

H I M
PLV
<tf/M

. * 4

.71

.U

.43

. M

.44

. 1 1

.as

.ao. 71
• * 1

M

•tatm.
SI I4M1.
MM14I .

2i*3.4
2S79.4
*!«.*
29SB.*

IX4SN
1191.*
SIM.3
1*47.T
IS14.2
l*S0.0

MEIIVM

14MM0.
X4IHM.
S4aMM.

l*3»*.2
IMtt.a
IB4S0.1
1*721.3
11947.7
LH1S.S
II17X.9
IUB2.4
lt*BB.7
iassi.*
I*7«X.*

iWI

W/H-S)

ISM.M
ISH.M
11M.M

•aszn!«
784441.4

7314S4.9

rxieao.t
70714*.7
Pl*3»*.7
4T44BO.a
riorii.s

F L M
ARIA

1.1FI-1*
t.sri-ai

0.0
a.oa.o
0 . 0

a.a
o.a
0 .0
a.a
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0

taut.
aiMitio

•.aim
•••isa*
a.aiu*

t

IWI. HKI
IIMWIia A AT 10
ffl>

•••IM* I.NMt
•.•lift* I.MtM
•••1Mr* I.HtH

HALOU

TIME

SHUTOOWI TCHPEIkTIME REtKMI CIS RMr MWINT-S)

• . • <»cms>
P OKIIE

THICK.

OITSEft REACTIDN

CLAO w r

PHEL
CENTER
SHIFT f

R M MR

K I <

11

HER

T

S.4SI-0S S.4U-IS «.iM-*S l.ltf-tS • • •
S.4SC-0S S.AM-IX i«*M-«X t.l»t-*S • • •
S.&SE-IS 5.4«-H t.tM-01 1. !»(-•? * . *
S.4SI-0S I.4U-I1 «.4M-» 1.1M-0S • • •

4.3SC»M • . •
«,SSt«M 0.0
4.»I»M *.»
«.»E«M 0.0

CRACK IISM
ClM VM.VM VK«M
t o ) t u ) tnxi

CMtACT R V P i m

•.1IS
•.1IS4
».U3S
•.SIS4
•.1154
•.IIS4
t.tlSS

a.Mi7j
a. M I 7«
a.Mtrs
a.Miri
• •HITS
a.MiM
a.Mirs

•.•MM
•.Mai*
i.mu
•.Mai*
a.M«si
a.aui*
a.aMir
•.•Ml*

* . ! •» I.WT) «.M*t*
• . ! • » •.MIT* •.*•*! 7
• . !«» 9.M1TS I.M«I*

.ME-M 0.0

.MC-M 0.0

.ME-M 1.0

.ME-M

.ftU-M

.ME-M

.S4E-M

.Ut-M

.Mt*M
SriM

a.ziE-a* i.asE*as
b.iiE-n i.asi*as
4.iai-a* i.«si*as
*.2iE-a* i.tSE*as
4!sxE-a*
4 .m-M
4.sxi>a*

4.1H-H t.ast«as

THETA A M U

NO.

I.»27*
9.4*71
0.7H4

sl*X70
S.4*7I
•.7IS4
1.5S42
3**270
9.4*70

MS*S1 • . H I * «.«M*
MS*S1 * . « ! • 9.M11
M i m a.Mio t .Mir a.Mis

M1»
M9*S1
MS*S1
MSH1
MSMI

*.M»
•.Mlt
•.Ml*
•.Ml*
•.Mtt
a. MI*

,Mt7
i.MIB
i.MIS
.M17
.M10

•.Mia a.Mi7

a.a
a.a
a.o

0.0
0.0
a.o
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TabttBI Sample output (Continued)

HALOEN SMJTOOWI TEMPER ATM e RMPONIE ( IS UN* MOSHTO) CPU t l « - 4 . (11

tot RDO
M . POMR

cw/m

riHPIRATtMt P1CMM VOLWH
LOVM MWII LOVER
f t K . K t (MO«3> IMHaaSl

ROt A1IAL IMIT* LINEAR
KUT

NO NO. HO. DATE
tv/n>

S1MF«H
TEWP.
C 0 M > (»CS.K> CfEI.K) CaVMIHO (HfHI-Kl

SURFACE RAIIANT
HEAT HEAT.
FLHI rLHR
€•/«> <H/MZ>

AKtAt. CHUN

NO. «0 ,

uss.s
1133.3
1I3S.3
1133.3
1135.5
1133.3
11X3.3
1133.3
US!.3
1133.3
1133.3

A11.43
All.it
All.44
All.43
All.SI
All.SI
All.SI
M l . SI

3VS.3I
SM.3I
IPS.XI

411.

«4.O4
SM.04
1*0.04
SIO.OS
tn.tr

914.14
114.14
914.14
914.1*
114.3J
114.11
114.31

CMLAN1 IATO. COOLAIlT
TINP. TINP. UTNAlPi

f»II.K> CIH.K) U/M>

II I .K 114.14
I I I . I I 911.14
Itt.M 51*.3*

MUTUAL
MfIT
fLW

ZIA«X.T
ZS4f».S
ZS4A4.1
ZI4A4.X
21**1.2
ZIBIV.7
HI17.Z

1XM.1
tIM.I
1IM.3

»f#4.t
StMI.*
IfflSf.l
»«*•••
IHfZ.R

I«O4IJfKll OtfLOOO *ATI 0.0

Mil
•L«R

(MfM-

CHARML HIAI» fLOW
I I H I . E4U1. OLOCt
I I A M I I R I I A M T C I RATIO

i.t
O.OOit

i.sre-ot o.otMt •.•twf
I.I7I-04 O.OlUt 0.01M9
l.m-Ot 0.01149 0.41U9

MIC* ?r I I )

30.O0OH CSKCBMt)

• 0 * All TNET IURFUE RA»l«S<Af THJMStENT> 0A» 01101 H U M MACTtM FHEL RM CENTM
PELLET PELLCT CLAM I US CLAt l lM THICK. « L H CORTENT M M At CENTER SHIFT

NO NO NO CENTER IHIFACC 1MKR OVT(R THICK. t L U OUT IHl tT ( | | ( T )
CROSS
IfCTtO*
( HI I

0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0

0 . 0
0 . 0

o.s
0 . 0
0 .0
0 .0

S.41E-03
3.411-03
3.41C-03
3.41C-03

9.4It-OS
3.41C-03

3.41C-03
3.41C-0X
3,411-03
S.41C-03

3.4AI-01
9.4«C-01
3.4AI-03
3.4AE-03

» 4AE-03
9.4AC-03

S.4AC-03
3.4A1-03
9.4AC-03
3.4AC-03

• .4t t>U
4.4U-0S
4.4M-0X
«.40t-B»

4.4M-H
4.40fl'0S
4.40C-03
4.4H-A3
4.4K-0S •
4.4H-0S

.ou-os

.Ml-tJ

.0M-0S

.•M-OS

.R4€-H

.OU-03

.OAK-OS

.OAI-13

.341-13

.04£-St

0 .0 4
0.0 4
0.0 i
0.0 i

0.0 i
0.0 4
0.0 *
0.0 i
0.0 i
0.0 t

.3SC+00

.9K*O0

.9SE+00

.9SE+00

.9»*00

.»E*00
,ssc*oo
.3SC*00
.xsooo
.ssc«oo

0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0

• . 0
0 . 0

0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 . 0

-7.431-01 0.0
3.P3E-O*
?.*U-M

-J .73I-H

3.73E-0*
4.S4E-M

-S!<•(-#• 0.0
-3.TXE-0*
3.40E-H
3.73C-O*

0 . 0

0 . 0

R09 ARIAL THETA RHPTME AKIAL
FLA« MWE

H . HO. NO. LCKTH

AIIM. CLOMATIO* KLLET KLIIT
CRACK OlON
VtLVfW VOLWH
«W> <HX»

HLLKT IAP
CNMFER IAS
VOLWM NEIIIMI
CH3) CN/HZ1

O.1U1
0.1011
0.10Z1
0.1U1
O.ltll
o.ttzi
0.10Z1
D.10ZI
0.10Z1
0.10ZI
0.1IZ1
0.10ZI

•.00044
0.00044
0.90044
0.00044

0.0004%
0.00044
0.00044
0.00044

••00017 * .*Jt- l» 0.0
0.00017 4.ZM-10 0.0
0.0M17 4.ZM-10 0.0
0.00017 4.H4-10 0.0
0.00017 4.ZK-10 0.0
o.oooir *.m-io o.o
O.OMI? 4.UC-10 0.0
O.OMI 7 4.SZI-II 0.0
0.00017 4.4H-I0 0.0
0.00017 0.3H-10 0.0
0.O00I7 O.IK-10 0.0
0.00017 O.»fl-tO 0.0

2.4U-10 3.atE*«3 0.0
t.441-10 l.O1E*OI 0.6
S.4K-10 1.IIE»OI 0.0
».4|f-10 1.011*01 0.0
I.4H-10 1.011*01 0.0
1.4H-10 1.0IE*0S 0.0
I.40C-10 l.tlt*03 0.0
>.40C-10 1.01C*03 0.0

• » AXIAL THETA AMLE

«0. I D . *0.

C L A M I * * CLAOOIM TOTAL STRAIN
OUTER
RUINS HOOP A I I M .
t M > CN/II) IHfMl

H PLASTIC STRAIN

AXIAL RA»1A1

CLAMIM STRESS

HOOP AXIAL
<N/Nl

1.0 0.0 0.0 -*.03t*OV -«.3*E*0A S.MC«07

3.9Z70 0.00S9Z7 1.0013 0.0011 0.0014 0.0 0.0 0.0 -t.01t*07 -«.!

2.33*1 0.H3VZ7 0.0013
3.9X70 O.ROStZ? 0.0013
5.417S O.ROStZ? 0.0013

.• olo >!o3tO7
0.0 0.0 -I.«I«»T
0.0 0.0 -Z.OM+07
0.0 0.0 -2.0U*07

.1*1**4

.3K»04

.9>C»0«
t.3M*07
L.3OC*07
1.30C»07
t.S0C*R7
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TabtsBI Sunple output (Continued)

• M

tTt*

74
7?
71
7f
• 3
• 7
t l

« •
I M

101
10*
107
1 M
I M
I t *
I t l
111
111
114
U S
114
I1T
I I I
l i t
I N
I t l
111
1 »
114
IIS
1 1 *
117
l »
l i t
I M
1 »
131
1 »
1S4
1 »
134
137
1 M
13*

141
1 ( 1
LO

KM. MIC

1>

nut

- 7 .3 *1
-4.41J
-1 .1*2

• • •
«.2M
*.4M
«.4M

l . M *
1.144
I.3»S
1.4J1
l . t »
1.112
1.211
2.44f
2.US
Z.B7S
1.M7
>.>»
l.SM
x.air4.141 1
4.4S1 1
4.rr7 i
ft.114 1
1.4*4

i:S,4.717
7.114
».»»! 1
I.1U 1
••Ml 1
9.477 1

10.111 1
IO.0M 1
11.174 1
11.1*7 1
11.111 1
14.111 ;
19.071
I4.** i a
17.111 1
11.341 1
19.17* 2

12.2*0 2
I9.7K 2
I.M7 I

IH ITICHM TIHPERXTtfRI REIfMSE CIS RM# MOD
1II14L MOI

UN L.H.R
RUM

1 M 2 M M .
1 1
1 1
1 1
!

! 1

1

4
0
•
0
4
1
4
0
0
0
1
•1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

1> -

* 20M*.
10 20M0.
10 2 M M .
10 214SS.
» 11*71.
» * I *S.
W 1*2«.
» 1020.
* 1017.

« 10M.
* 17**.
« 17*1.
« 17*1.
4 1717.
* 1712.
I 1777.
0 1772.
* I74V7.
I 17*1.
0 I l l l .
1 1741.

0 1711.
0 1711.
• 1711.
0 1707.
0 1117.
0 10M.
0 IITS.
0 M M .
0 t i l l .
0 1*17.
• 1*11.
I t*07.
0 11*1.
I 1171.
0 lilt.
1 1111.
• mi.
I 11*2.
I 14*0.
I 1443.
1 141S.
I IMt.

1 1121.
i mi.

7C0

332.71
SS2.7S
112.70
112.7*
S12.7S
112.11
SM.M
92*.M
127.13
S14.22

92I.*2
111.10
S2I.72
321.41
121.12
121.41
•21.1*
•21.17
I2I.M
•24. M
114.71
•24.•*

•24.11
124.11
•11.11
•».M•M.H
IIS.II
121.17
117.41
III.IISII .H
111.71
111.41
l l l . M
IH.70
SM.IS
SM.11
St*.77
St*.41
St*.O4
S10.70
S10.lt
S10.0I

117.11
S17.0S

1 CIICWR M i l

7CI

S70.4I
I70.M
170.13
S70.M
170.01
S7S.11
14*.17
9*2.42
131.01
• l l . l *

111 .41
SSI.I*
JJI.IJ
ISO.II
SM.II
I49.T0
I49.M
•40.7*
140.11
S47.M
H7.M
H0.M
H0.H
H>.17
1(1.17
SO.II
Ha. I I
Ml.II
HI.17H0.02
119.71
IM.77
117.79
IM.77
111.71
IH.M
til.It
lll.M
Ill.lt
IM.41
S29.M
IH.M
127.20
121.27
l l l . M

121.44
122.10

1 11SI. 311.71 121.71
2,«4 T1MEF <»>

" 0 I>|

K0.4I 1I10.M
H4.10 1120.41
119.77 1II0.M
HI.M 111*.**
O4*.«S 1117.0*
O1V.17 1111.7*
040.2* 1M1.I1
041.49 1407.11
•H.SS 1171.21
M0.10 14M.M

•».O7 1421.11
011.44 14M.1I
• » . * • 1M7.1I
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